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Abstract 
 
The rapid growth of the internet provides tremendous resource for 
information in different domains (text, image, voice, and many others). This 
growth introduces new challenge to hit an exact match due to huge number 
of document returned by search engines where millions of items can be 
returned for certain subject. Images have been important resources for 
information, and billions of images are searched to fulfill user demands, 
which face the mentioned challenge. Automatic image annotation is a 
promising methodology for image retrieval. However most current 
annotation models are not yet sophisticated enough to produce high quality 
annotations. This thesis presents online intelligent indexing for image 
repositories based on their contents, although content based indexing and 
retrieving systems have been introduced, this thesis is adding an intelligent 
technique to re-index images upon better understanding for its composed 
concepts. Collaborative Agent scheme has been developed to promote 
objects of an image to concepts and re-index it according to domain 
specifications. Also this thesis presents automatic annotation system based 
on the interaction between intelligent agents. Agent interaction is synonym 
to socialization behavior dominating Agent society. The presented system is 
exploiting knowledge evolution revenue due to the socialization to charge up 
the annotation process. 
 
Key Words:  Image annotation, image retrieval system, multi agent 
system, agent society. 
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Chapter One: Introduction  
 
1.1. Background 
Recent advances of the technology in digital imaging, broadband 
networking and digital storage devices make it possible to easily generate, 
transmit, manipulate and store large numbers of digital images and 
documents. As a result, image databases have become widespread in many 
areas such as art gallery and museum management, architectural and 
engineering design, interior design, remote sensing and management 
systems, weather forecasting, fabric and fashion design, trademark and 
copyright database management, law enforcement, criminal investigation 
picture archiving and communication systems. Furthermore, the rapid 
growth of the World Wide Web has led to the formation of a very large but 
disorganized, publicly available image collection. Recent studies show that 
there are 180 million digital images on publicly indexable Web and millions 
of new images being produced every day.  
Retrieving specific digital images from large resources, such as the 
image repositories spread all over the internet, has become an area of wide 
interest nowadays. Among image retrieval approaches, text based retrieval is 
widely used as it has been commercialized already. But it is not effective as 
it involves time consuming text annotation process. Also there is difference 
in understanding of image content which affects image labeling process. 
Content based image retrieval (CBIR) is another method of retrieving 
images from large image resources, which has been found to be very 
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effective. CBIR involves the use of low-level image features, like, color, 
texture, shape, and spatial location, etc. to represent images in terms of their 
features. To improve existing CBIR performance, it is very important to find 
effective and efficient feature extraction mechanisms. This research aims to 
improve the performance of CBIR using texture features.  
Texture is one of the most important and prominent properties of an image. 
It is the surface pattern of objects in the image or the whole image. Texture 
features effectively describe the distinguishing characteristics between 
images. After extensively studying existing texture feature descriptors, we 
have proposed a wrapping based discrete curvelet texture descriptor for 
future use in CBIR. Discrete curvelet transform is one of the most powerful 
approaches in capturing edge curves in an image. Related works on curvelet 
features are also investigated. In this research, we generate a texture features 
descriptor using wrapping based discrete curvelet transform. This descriptor 
is used to represent images in a large database in terms of their features and 
to measure the similarity between images. 
 
1.2. Problem Statement  
 
1- User experience does have valuable information that can be utilized in 
categorizing images; this due to the tendency to select images that 
share common visual properties with the query rather than relying on 
the textual matching; this due having huge redundancy in the results 
returned by search engines due to the overlapped in image description 
vector assigned to these images. Google search engine having this 
type of problem when submitting queries looking for certain image. 
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Here user experience can add another axis for promoting search 
engines in retrieving images. 
2- Images can be retrieved by topic rather than by matching natural 
language used to describe the image. Topic is semantic in the hidden 
space (i.e., latent semantic). Images can be interpreted in different 
views; this depends tremendously on the culture of the requestor (i.e., 
users requesting images), and this presents a great potential to 
annotate images using latent semantic.   
1.3. Objective of this thesis  
 
1- Capture user experience when working on images returned by 
submitting queries to search engines, and utilize captured experience 
in better annotation process.  
2- Build multi-agent platform bound to special search engine (i.e., which 
is to be designed by this thesis) or to the existing search engines (i.e., 
Google search engine).  
3- Develop knowledge over the Mutli-agent platform in the behalf of 
image retrieval engine, where experience of users are integrated    
4- Enhance the indexing methodologies by presenting meta-indexing 
descriptors that encapsulate users’ experience. Users’ experience 
provides non-semantic relationships between the submitted queries 
and retrieved images.  
5- This thesis also aims to de-noise annotations associated with images; 
this is to be accomplished by removing redundant concepts (i.e., 
concepts are visual described by words or interpretation for visual 
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materials within the image) through using LSA (Latent Semantic 
Analysis).     
 
1.4. Related Work and Literature Review 
1- In [1] a model has been proposed to formalize the growth dynamics in 
social networks; in this model a great attention has been presented to 
the effect of node behavior and how it affects the behavior of other 
nodes, and this eventually will affect the growth of the network. In 
term of knowledge evolution due to socialization; this model has a lot 
in common with our approach, though it has nothing to do with image 
retrieval system.  
The key similarity is:  
  The behavior-awareness where the interaction of node (i.e., the 
co-author s) with certain events (e.g., papers) is to be realized as a 
potential relationship among those nodes. In fact this approach 
develops knowledge at the network level which helps increasing 
growth factor of social network and eventually, the productivity of 
such a network.  
 
2- In [2] an ontological approach was presented to accomplish 
computing model aimed to annotate images on two levels: Image 
Annotation and Annotation of Annotation; this model is the focus 
presented on query for annotations using National Cancer Institute’s 
Cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid’s (CaBIG) Annotation and 
Image Markup (AIM) project.   
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AIM project defines ontology of annotation and image markup, 
a UML information model and provides the extensible markup 
language (XML) artifacts for creating them. A long term vision of 
AIM project is for large collections of annotations to be created in 
conjunction with the already large collections of clinical and research 
medical images. This will allow query of annotation, not only for 
retrieval of relevant images, but for correlation of image observations 
and their characteristics with biomedical data including genomic 
expression. In this paper many concepts are coherent with what we 
presented in our work in the area of retrieving images based on 
accompanied annotation, but this approach does not introduce 
autonomous annotation in any context and it does not consider 
behavior of image requesters; this lack developing knowledge and 
leaves no room for innovations come up be using autonomous 
ontology.  
The presented model exploits annotations to build semantic 
network among images while our work provides autonomous 
annotation schema based on the behavioral interpretation of the user. 
AIM project can be integrated with what we are presenting to provide 
consistent ontological environment for image retrieving and 
annotations.  
3- The same annotation context is presented by [3], where it depends on 
the retrieval and extraction of knowledge from the resources available 
on the global net. Global resources are inferred for knowledge 
regarding certain concepts through the use of collaborative system. 
This work has much in common with what we are presenting in this 
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thesis in term of automatic annotation based on collaboration of 
multiple sources, but it does not consider the experience of the user 
which it holds crucial information to annotate certain images.   
4- In [4] a novel system is presented to exploit the format of multimedia 
sharing web sites in order to discover the underlying structure; this 
has been used later for more sophisticated mining for these sites to 
infer knowledge about certain images. Again, we have many attributes 
in common with these approaches but still the effect of the behavioral 
responses of the users absent.  
5- In [5] a study for establishing stable architecture for socialization is 
conducted and the outcome was a conclusion that in a society of 
agents; there are three main parameters that enforce the stabilization 
of the architecture; these are: take on roles, play roles and locate in 
some society organization at all time. In our proposal, the society 
composed by agents is maintained stable by strict discipline through 
which roles are fairly distributed and all agents are capable of playing 
these roles by accurate interpretation of client behavior, furthermore, 
we adopt fixed organizational distribution of the agents which sustain 
the stability. In our proposal, the specification of the problem domain 
has different characterization due to the potential tendency toward 
clusterization on two different levels: host level and network level.  
6- In [6] a study had submitted to address the fault assumption of 
regarding multi-agent systems as single learning system which is 
wrong assumption due to intuitive tendency to introduce social 
activity with neighbors other than communicating other far agents; 
this dual capabilities of an agent’s referencing: self-referential and 
social-referential has presented in this work as a bi-referential model, 
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in which each referencing capability is implemented by an evolutional 
computation method of classifier system.  
In our referential model the evaluation function is global and 
updated on the fly by delivering knowledge to central repository 
which holds the annotation for images. The annotations are revealed 
and referenced based on confidence degree assigned to that 
annotation. In our referential model, the behavior of the evaluation 
function is dynamic due to the continues changing of confidence 
degree of annotation; this is due to activities produced by the client 
clusterization behavior (i.e., self-referential model). 
7- In [7], an interactive query for images’ content by semantic 
descriptors is presented; this effort introduced a distributed content-
based image query system (DCBIQ) based on the WWW. A model 
was proposed to integrate knowledge from image processing, 
semantic descriptor, multi-agent, and WWW navigation. Again in this 
model the image content plays the essential role in describing the 
image, thus low level extraction methodologies are more important 
than the opinion of the social communities which are using it.  
In our proposal, the knowledge obtained by social interaction is 
more important than low level features like colors, textures or spatial 
relationships, and even semantic interpretation of image contents is 
not important as the social opinion about the image and its relation to 
other images or domains.   
8- In [8] an attractive model is presented where a web-based image 
digital library is proposed; in this library agent system was used to 
traverse part of the web page looking for images that fit certain 
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criteria. The methodology used by the agent is by detecting URL 
within web pages that refers to images, and when such URL is 
encountered then the text accompanied that image is inferred  for 
correlation with other features such as topic name, domain that this 
image falls in or any other matching criteria. In our proposal the same 
ontology for allocating text accompanied the image is used as the 
following matched methodologies:  
 
∀𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 ∃𝑡𝑎𝑔 ∃𝑡𝑥𝑡 ( (𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒, 𝑡𝑎𝑔) 𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑜(𝑡𝑎𝑔, 𝑡𝑥𝑡))
→ 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑜(𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒, 𝑡𝑥𝑡) 𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡(𝑡𝑥𝑡)) 
∃𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ ∃ℎ𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑟  ( ( ℎ𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑟 ∈ 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ)
→ 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡(𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ))  
∃𝑝𝑎𝑔𝑒 ∃𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒  ∃! 𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑙𝑒 ( (𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 ∈ 𝑝𝑎𝑔𝑒)  𝐴𝑁𝐷 ℎ𝑎𝑠(𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑙𝑒, 𝑝𝑎𝑔𝑒)
→ 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒, 𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑙𝑒)𝐴𝑁𝐷 𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡(𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑙𝑒))  
 
Where  
Asso: Association 
hyper: hyper link reference  
tag: HTML tag 
txt: text accompanied the image (i.e., basically is the 
annotation). 
The key difference of our approach is we don’t design mining 
agent which is responsible on inferring web pages, but we exploit 
Google search APIs which are published over the web. The only web 
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page we are after is the results of the Google search APIs and don’t 
investigate individual pages.  
    
1.5. Required Platform  
The automatic annotation system proposed by this thesis is an 
enterprise application that needs an http server which has been selected to be 
Linux based server with Apache/TomCat ver 7.0.41 installed. TomCat is the 
web server needed to host the proposed automatic annotation system; it has 
to support HTML5 due to massive inclusion of tools and facilities provided 
by HTML5. After all, client side agents are built using java script, and this is 
a real challenge on different aspects for example JavaScript is a single 
threaded programming language while agent programming demand the 
support of multi-threading environment; here HTML5 plays the main role to 
overcome such challenges due to the technologies it provides such as the 
WebWorker which enhance the computation power of the environment.     
A registration for Google API is required to access Google image 
repositories to grant our designed system the ability to retrieve images 
automatically, Google search API is needed to deliver search results as 
JSON (Java Script Object Notation) objects; JSON objects are easy to be 
interpreted due to the fact it is an XML based tagged objects.  
This proposal needs also to install latest version of JADE (Java Agent 
Development Environment); this is crucial to create agent platform and 
manage it due to the wide range of tools and utilities provided by JADE such 
as sniffers and remote management.  
10 
 
 
Chapter Two: Image & Annotation 
 
 
2.1. Introduction  
This chapter is dedicated to present essential terminologies and tools 
deployed to implement multi-agent based automatic annotation system; the 
presented topics are constructing the platform over which the Automatic 
Image Annotation system is implemented. 
After this introduction a brief reviews of different approaches introduced so 
far in the domain of content-based image retrieval. Image contents can be 
conceptualized in different approaches based on the tools used to reveal 
image concepts, for example images can be transferred into isomorphic low 
level domain and introduce new conceptualization domain; this is where 
wavelet, Fourier transformation, spatial analysis and other analogous 
mathematical analysis tools, are deployed.   
Higher level of abstraction is also introduced in this chapter; this is the 
semantic level where low level features do not provide much information 
about visual objects as the semantic level.    
 
2.2. Content Based Image Retrieval approaches  
Annotation stands for the process of describing images, and retrieval 
stands for the process of finding images. The two major approaches to image 
11 
 
retrieval are content-based image retrieval that analyzes the actual image 
data, and metadata-based approach that retrieves images based on human-
annotated metadata. Also relevance feedback has been used in image 
retrieval complementing text-based systems [9].  
The metadata that describes images can be roughly divided in two 
parts. One part concerns the concepts that give information about the creator 
of the image, tools used in the process of creating the image, art style of the 
image and the artist, price, and other explicit properties of the image. the 
other part describes what is actually in the image, the implicit properties that 
can be understood by perception  the image itself [9].  
A number of low-level image features can be extracted from an 
image. Detailed studies on image features are presented in [8]. Some 
commonly used low-level image features in recent literature include the 
application of color, texture, shape, spatial location, etc.  
Some CBIR approaches use a combination of more than one low-level 
feature to improve retrieval performance. In this section we briefly describe 
the features used in recent CBIR researches and their impacts.  
Color is one of the most prominent visible properties of an image and 
each pixel of image contains a different value for color. As human vision 
perception can easily distinguish different colors, application of color 
features has widely been accepted in numerous CBIR applications. Before 
generation of a color descriptor, it is necessary to define a suitable color 
space. From the recent literature, we find HSV or HSL or HSB, YCrCb, 
CIE-L*u*v*, CIE-L*a*b* are popularly used in CBIR [10].  
12 
 
Various color spaces have already been developed and used for 
different purposes in image processing. In some retrieval approaches, color 
features are combined with texture features to obtain a better performance. 
For convenience in color feature extraction process, color space conversion 
processes have been introduced. The transformation from RGB to HSV, 
HSB or HSL space is described in many efforts. Among the color spaces, 
HSV is more useful in measuring perceptual similarity [10].  
Commonly used color descriptors include the use of the color 
histogram, color moments, the color coherence vector, and the color 
correlogram. Sometimes more than one color descriptors is used for image 
[9]. 
 
2.3. Image Query Paradigms  
Image retrieval system is generally composed of indexing, searching and 
query builder, where users enter their query that represents a 
conceptualization of the required image; this is the initiation of the retrieving 
process. The crucial point is unification of the representation of images in 
the indexing and query phases; this due to the fact that queries are keys used 
to search the database and it should be correlated to the keys used to index 
images within the repository [9][11].  
Anyway, based on what concepts used to index images, different retrieving 
methodologies are deployed, and it is generally categorized into the 
following categories:  
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2.3.1. Query by Text  
 
The text-based approaches are based on the idea of storing a key-
word, a set of keywords, or textual description of the image content, created 
and entered by a human annotator, in addition to a pointer to the location of 
the raw image data. Image retrieval is then shifted to standard database 
management capabilities combined with information retrieval techniques. 
Some commercial image search engines, such as Google’s image search and 
Lycos Multimedia search can be categorized as text-based engines, despite 
the fact that Google is developing new image retrieval schemes. These 
systems extract textual annotations of images from their file names and 
surrounding text in web pages. Usually, it is easier to implement an image 
search engine base on keywords or full-text descriptions than on the image 
content provided that image annotations can be obtained. The query 
processing of such search engines is typically very fast due to the existing 
efficient database management technologies [10][11].  
 
2.3.2. Query by Image  
 
Query by image allows the user to provide an example image as a 
representation of their query. The example can be either an image selected 
externally or internally from the system, the characteristics of this query is 
convoluted by external pictorial example and query by internal pictorial 
example. Query by external pictorial example permits the user to submit 
their own image to the system and is generally perceived as the simplest 
approach to query formulation. However, it is based on the assumption that 
the user has a suitable representative image to use as the bases of their query 
[11]. Query by internal pictorial example is query by browsing where the 
14 
 
user selects an image from the system database. All the images contained in 
the database are presented or a selection is generated randomly in a n-
dimensional matrix. Similar to the problems associated with query by 
browsing, the main disadvantages of this method are providing suitable 
access mechanisms to retrieve the internal example and the size of the image 
collection the user is willing to search through in order to find a suitable 
image [10],[11].  
2.3.3. Query by Painting   
 
Query by painting allows the user to manually specify the percentage or the 
distribution of color values. For example, the user is able to specify the 
percentages of color within a composition, such as 50% green, 25% yellow, 
and 25% red. Similarly, the user is able to specify the coordinates of each 
color; this is done in the query canvas [9].  
2.3.4. Query by Sketch  
 
Query by sketch allows the user to draw a sketch of the desired image by 
combining several features commonly found in computer graphic 
applications. The sketch represents a template of either a completed object 
or scene.  
Queries formulated by this approach are simplistic, relatively crude sketches 
of the desired query image and that the tool has a limited functionality for 
expressing more complex image queries. This approach stressed that 
drawing a shape query is inherently time consuming and requires a certain 
modicum of artistic ability. Similarly, the effectiveness of shape matching 
features are highly sensitive to noise and pixel arrangement in the query 
image [9],[11]. 
15 
 
 
2.4. Image Annotation  
Image annotation is the process of associating metadata with a digital image. 
The annotations might provide data regarding where, how, and when the 
image was collected, or the annotations could provide semantic information 
about what the image data actually means. Performing this semantic 
annotation by applying informative terms or tags to an image or image 
region provides information that is difficult to infer from the image data 
itself. The problem is that while images contain large amounts of data, the 
meaning of this data not explicit. Semantic annotation provides context for 
image data and allows meaning to be easily accessed. This, in turn, allows 
large image datasets to be more efficiently stored, queried, and analyzed 
[11],[12],[13]. 
Image retrieval has been widely studied from two paradigms: content-
based and annotation-based image retrieval [12].The former requires users to 
formulate a query using an example image. The retrieval system then returns 
the set of images that best match the given example based on visual content, 
i.e., low-level features like color and texture. Annotation-based image 
retrieval, on the other hand, enables users to naturally formulate semantic 
queries using textual keywords. In order to support this retrieval paradigm, 
many automatic image annotation techniques have been proposed which 
assign a few relevant keywords to an un-annotated image to describe its 
visual content for image indexing and retrieval [10],[12]. 
 The keywords are often derived from a well-annotated image collection 
and the number of keywords is often limited to few hundreds. 
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2.5. Automatic Image Annotation System  
Automatic image annotation refers to the task of assigning a few relevant 
keywords to an un-annotated image to describe its visual content; the 
keywords are then indexed and used to retrieve images [12].These keywords 
are often derived from a well-annotated image collection, and the latter 
serves as training examples for automatic image annotation. Regions in an 
image are assumed to be described using a small vocabulary of blobs. Blobs 
are generated from low level image features through clustering. The joint 
probability distribution of textual keywords and blobs is learned from the 
annotated image collection to compute the probabilities of keywords 
associating with a test image. A family of image annotation methods, built 
on nearest-neighbor hypothesis (i.e., visually similar images likely share 
keywords), are proposed and evaluated in [11]. Given a query image, the k-
nearest neighbors are retrieved and their associated keywords are transferred 
to the query image. The accuracy of image annotation can be evaluated 
based on the correctness of the assigned keywords or through image retrieval 
by using the assigned annotations. Although image retrieval is often used to 
evaluate image annotation methods, the key focus of image annotation is to 
assign images with keywords. The dimensions in matching a textual query 
with the keyword-annotated images have not been systematically evaluated. 
In this work, our focus is to evaluate the tag-based image retrieval methods, 
where annotations in the form of user assigned tags are provided. Moreover, 
in image annotation research, the keywords are carefully selected and the 
number of keywords is often very small. For instance, the number of 
keywords selected in the commonly-used image annotation datasets, such as 
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Corel5K, iarp tc12, and esp game datasets, ranges from 100 to 500 
[11],[12],[14].  
The two larger datasets Corel30K and psu, containing 31K and 60K images, 
are annotated with 5,587 and 442 keywords, respectively [12]. On the other 
hand, social tags are keywords assigned by users not from any controlled 
vocabulary. For the nus-wide dataset used in this work, consisting of 269K 
tagged images, there are more than 420K distinct tags. 
 
2.6. Image Annotation Approaches  
Many approaches have been proposed to address the annotation task. Three 
main groups are identified: generative models, discriminative models and 
nearest neighbor based methods.  
 Generative models can be further categorized as topic models and 
mixture models. Topic models annotate images as samples from a 
specific mixture of topics. Each topic is a distribution over image 
features and annotation words. Examples of topic models include 
latent Dirichlet allocation, probabilistic latent semantic analysis, 
hierarchical Dirichlet processes, and machine translation methods. 
Mixture models define a joint distribution over image features and 
annotation keywords. Given a new image, these models compute the 
conditional probability over keywords given the visual features by 
normalizing the joint likelihood. A fixed number of mixture 
components over visual features per keyword can be used, or a 
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mixture model can be defined by using the training images as 
components over visual features and keywords [15],[14],[11].  
 Discriminative models for keyword prediction have also been 
proposed. These methods learn a separate classifier for each keyword, 
and use them to predict whether the test image belongs to the class of 
images that are annotated with each particular keyword. However, 
both generative and discriminative models preselect features and do 
not analyze the differences within features. Feature selection is not a 
concern either [10],[12],[15].  
 Nearest neighbor based methods have become more attractive recently 
since the amount of training data is rapidly increasing, such as using 
label diffusion over a similarity graph of labeled and unlabeled images, 
and learning discriminative models in neighborhoods of test images. A 
nearest-neighbor keyword transfer mechanism was recently introduced. 
In this method, image annotation is solved as a retrieval problem. 
Nearest neighbors are determined by the average of several distances 
(called Joint Equal Contribution, JEC) computed from different visual 
features. Keywords are then transferred from neighbors to the given 
image. Elementary color and texture features are tested and compared. 
Regularization based feature selection is also considered by using 
keyword similarity. Weights are computed in the “feature level”, which 
means that all histograms within the same feature share one [15]. 
 
2.7. Agent Based Image Annotation Scheme 
Retrieving an image of huge image repositories depends heavily on the 
quality of the textual annotation of images, where retrieving an image is a 
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matching process of the query with the annotation. Images are described 
using meta-data corresponding to its content and the better description for 
the content leads to better performance in image retrieval. Image annotation 
is a laborious task that requires consistent domain knowledge; this due to the 
huge number of images and the wide spectrum of categories in which those 
images are classified, thus special software is required to overcome this 
challenge [16].  
Software agent is software that is capable on perceiving the environment by 
conceptualizing events occurred within environment, the conceptualization 
schemes are defined by domain specific ontologies (software Agent technology 
will be presented in details in the next chapter).  
In Semantic web, a knowledge representation framework has been 
proposed to enable software agents to share domain knowledge on the web 
in terms of XML-based (Extensible Markup Language) ontology languages 
such as RDF/RDFS (Resource Description Framework/Schema) and OWL 
(Ontology Web Language). The ontology languages provide a well-defined 
set of relational terms that essential for building domain concepts. They also 
provide the semantic interoperability at different platforms that allow 
knowledge exchange in machine-readable format. RDF/RDFS each semantic 
relation as an information resource in terms of a triple of subject, predicates, 
and objects [16],[17]. 
 Ontology is regarded as the specification of conceptualization that 
enables formal definitions about things and states by using terms and 
relationships between them, thus, in Agent based image retrieval which it is 
a web application, web pages are converted into concepts by referring to 
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domain-specific ontologies which employ a hierarchical concept structure 
[16].  
   
2.8. Enterprise Application Architecture  
 
Enterprise Applications (EAs) are generally understood to be on-demand, 
user-interaction based applications that are meant to be accessed by multiple 
users, usually from the same organization. Web-based Enterprise 
Applications (WEAs) imply EAs made available through the Internet. These 
applications (EAs and WEAs) generally use databases for persistent storage. 
E-commerce sites (such as Amazon [reached at www.amazon.com  ] and 
eBay [reached at www.ebay.com  ]), banking sites, webmail, online casinos 
and search engines are some of the many examples of WEAs [18],[19]. 
WEAs are client-server applications. Making a WEA means implementing 
the server side of the application as well as what will run on client machines 
(usually in a client's web browser). This separation does not coincide cleanly 
with the boundaries of the three layers .A common assumption is that all 
presentation components should exist on the client side, but this does not 
take into account server-side decisions about presentation or security [18]. 
Web applications have become an inseparable part of the Internet. They 
offer rich interactivity and functionality which would be unthinkable for 
older style, static web sites.  
More and more companies are ﬁnding a way to offer their products and 
services online. For this, they need feature-rich web applications which 
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allow them to register their clients, accept visitors’ feedback, accept online 
payments, ensure that products can be easily found in their database and are 
properly presented to visitors and easily purchased [18]. 
More and more sophisticated web applications will be required by 
businesses over time, hence the requirement for web developers to make 
their work more productive and to make the web applications they produce 
more reliable, maintainable and easily scalable. 
As a result, a signiﬁcant number of Java web frameworks have appeared 
over time. Frameworks shift the focus of development to a higher level by 
bringing most low-level solutions “out of the box”, thoroughly tested and 
ready for reuse. Many frameworks also bring with them some sort of 
architectural solution, based on the best practices of web development. 
2.9.  Java Tools for Enterprise Applications  
The main tendency in World Wide Web development has always been 
towards more functionality, more interactivity and riche user experience. 
Java, being platform-independent, looked perfect for WWW which spread 
across continents and computer networks. Java starts supporting enterprise 
applications by first introducing ‘Java applets’, which is a small programs 
downloaded to the client browser and executed there; this has added more 
interactivity to previously static web pages, this approach has faced 
degrading due to the need of the privilege required by applet code in 
accessing the machine. Figure 1 illustrate the process of downloading the 
applet to client side machine, it is client’s responsibility to provide the 
environment enough to execute the applet [18]. 
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Figure 1: Applet executed in client side machine with support of client machine. 
The real success came to Java technologies when they began to work on the 
server side. Instead of downloading Java programs and running them in a 
client’s browser, Java code could work on the server side and send only 
results to the client side; this is done by creating HTML pages “on-the-fly” 
and sending them to the browser [18]. This was exactly the idea 
implemented in Servlet technology, as it is shown in Figure 2:  
 
Figure 2: Java servlets are executing at server side and results transferred to client 
side. 
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The idea of executing components of the enterprise application on the 
server side is not new where CGI programs written in languages like Perl or 
C had already been creating HTML pages dynamically for years. However, 
Servlets had significant benefits: higher scalability due to multithreading, 
functionality, readily available for developers in Servlet API and provided 
by Servlet container, inherent security and power of the Java language as 
well as all the services of J2EE platform which was beginning to emerge 
[18],[19].  
By using Servlet API, developers could concentrate on the functionality 
they were creating and leave many trivial tasks to the Servlet container. For 
example, all the request parameters were ready to use in the ServletRequest 
object and could be easily retrieved from it, and session management was 
very easy with all the burden of setting session cookies and most of the URL 
rewriting carried by the Servlet container [19].  
The weak side of Servlets was that all the HTML output had to be 
created inside of Java code. All the design was tightly embedded into the 
code-hence the necessity to recompile Servlet with every little change in 
design. HTML pages created by designers would somehow have to be 
processed and converted into chunks legible arguments [18].  
As web application grew and developed, the whole team had plenty of 
work to do. In other words, there was low maintainability due to the fact that 
presentation was embedded into the code. It was natural in this situation to 
invent an approach which would at least automate the conversion of HTML 
to be outputted into Servlet code. Indeed, many development teams created 
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their own solutions for this problem, but they all became unnecessary after 
the emergence of JSP technology.  
Java Server Pages: In their essence, JavaServer pages are the same 
Servlets with the only difference being that developers were allowed not to 
worry about how to process large amounts of HTML and insert them into 
Java code. This was done automatically in the process of conversion of a 
JSP page into a Servlet. Instead of inserting HTML into Java code, the JSP 
developer was inserting Java code into HTML, using directives [18],[19].  
JSP was an invaluable solution for exactly those problems which were 
most difficult for Servlets – when the page to be sent as a response contained 
mostly static HTML, with just a small amount of dynamic content. 
However, when a large amount of Java code was embedded into the page, 
the mixture of Java and HTML was becoming very difficult to manage.  
It is often implied that a web application can be considered as an 
enterprise level web application if it is distributed over a network and was 
built using Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) technology. 
Figure 3 presents the architecture of Web application which used Java 
technologies: 
2.10. Custom Google Search APIs  
Google allows users to embed elements for conducting Web search, local 
search, image search and others, into their own web pages and applications 
using JSON (Java Script Object Notation) / Atom Custom Search API 
(Application Programming Interface) ; this API is used by web application 
developer to query Google servers and get the results of the search as series 
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of JSON objects; these JSON objects are composed of XML tags which 
facilitates the interpretation by java script programs [18].  
 
Figure 3: Java based Web Application Architecture. 
The template that is used by java script code to call Google API is: 
https://www.googleapis.com/customsearch/v1?parameters 
 
Google Search APIs are not free to be used by web application, they have 
pricing plan in using these APIs, and thus, a Google Account is needed to 
sign into Google control panel and get a registration key. Web applications 
have to use registration key before being able to dispatch this service.  
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2.11. SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION  
 
Images can be represented be series of features or concepts that describe the 
contents of each image; here an analysis tool is needed to determine the 
importance (i.e., weight) of individual and structural concept in identifying 
each image; this is due to the fact that images contain dominant concepts 
(i.e., visual objects within the image) and miner concepts (i.e., visual objects 
that do not compose the meaning of the image). Anyway, images can be 
represented by matrix of features or concepts each column with this matrix 
is the image and each row represent certain feature or concept; an analysis 
tool for this matrix is a crucial factor in determining indexing scheme for 
those images, moreover, the selected analysis tool should capable of 
performing in the natural language domain; this is due to the fact that image 
annotation is a description for images in natural language.   
Singular Value Decomposition is a mathematical model in linear algebra 
that decomposes a matrix into three factor matrices; this is to reduce the 
complexity in manipulating systems described by large matrices. SVD is a 
much more complex approach than other decomposition methodologies, yet 
it is more worthy in term of semantic gained by the decomposed components 
and how fast is the calculation to turn over, where, once the original matrix 
has been decomposed, operations on the matrix are rather quick [20]. 
SVD is an extension of Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA).  LSA is a method 
of analyzing a group of terms and documents to find relationships between 
the terms (i.e., represented by vectors ) and the documents hold these terms; 
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this is beside the need for efficient weighting function to reflect the 
importance degree of  terms vectors in related to the documents  [20]. 
SVD takes as input a matrix of size m x n.  This matrix is decomposed into 
three different matrices: U∑VT.  The output of these three matrices is a 
relationship to the original matrix.   
SVD has designed to reduce a dataset containing a large number of values to 
a dataset containing significantly fewer values, but which still contains a 
large fraction of the variability present in the original data [21],[22],[20].  
𝐴 = 𝑈𝛴𝑉𝑇           ---eq.1 
Where    
 𝐸𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑉𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝐴𝐴𝑇) → 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛𝑠(𝑈) 
 𝐸𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑉𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝐴𝑇𝐴) → 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛𝑠(𝑉) 
 𝐸𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒(𝐴𝑇𝐴) 𝑂𝑅 𝐸𝑖𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒(𝐴𝐴𝑇)  → 𝛴 
 
the first structure is the single pattern that represent the most variance in the 
data, after all, SVD is an orthogonal analysis for dataset, U is composed of 
eigenvectors of the variance-covariance matrix of the data, where the first 
eigenvector points to the direction which holds the most variability produced 
by all other vectors jointly. U is an orthogonal matrix where all its structures 
are mutually uncorrelated. Eignevalues are representing scalar variance of 
corresponding eigenvectors; this way total variation exhibited by the data is 
the sum of all eigenvalues and singular values are the square root of the 
eigenvalues [22]. 
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U and VT are both orthogonal matrices and ∑ is a diagonal matrix.  These 
three matrices are further identified as: 
 U is the right singular vectors 
o Sized: m x r 
 VT is the left singular vectors 
o Sized: r x r 
 ∑ is the singular values 
o Sized: n x r 
 
For SVD, “r” is considered to be the rank of the matrix, which is the 
minimum of the original matrix dimensions.  In general, all matrices must be 
full rank, meaning r is equal to either m or n. In this case, we can exactly 
reconstruct the original matrix given the three decomposed matrices. 
SVD has an interesting property that allows for less than full rank of the 
matrices to approximate the original matrix. For the purposes of this project 
and LSA, we don’t want the original data back (perfect reconstruction of the 
original matrix), but rather we want underlying relationships in the movie 
data [21]. 
Figure 4 below shows the breakdown of matrix reduction.  Instead of all 
three matrices having a full rank of r, we can reduce all three matrices based 
on a common factor k.  This is called rank reduction.  The arrows in the 
figure show which direction each matrix reduces.  Since ∑ is ordered from 
largest value in the first cell, to smallest value in the last cell, rank reduction 
on the matrices will remove those components that are contributing the least 
to the overall model. 
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Once the matrices are reduced, we recompose the new matrix Ak, which then 
gives us information about the underlying relations of the cells in matrix A, 
instead of the original data back [22]. 
 
Figure 4: SVD Matrix reduction k . 
 
2.12. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)  
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is a theory and method for extracting and 
representing the meaning of words. Meaning is estimated using statistical 
computations applied to a large corpus of text [22].  In text mining model a 
document is represented as a vector where each dimension corresponds to a 
separate feature from the document. A feature could be a term or any other 
unit that is a representative attribute of the documents in the given corpus. If 
a feature occurs in the document, its value in the vector is non-zero. An 
important step in LSA is to transform the term-document vector space into a 
concept-document and document-concept vector space. By reducing the 
number of concepts, the documents and their terms are projected into a 
lower-dimension concept space. As a consequence, new and previously 
latent relations will arise between documents and terms. In order to apply 
LSA, term-document matrix 𝐴 is generating from the given corpus. Then, 
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the singular-value decomposition (SVD) is applied to the resultant are, as it 
has been said in previous sections, are three matrices that represent the latent 
semantic in words (i.e., that represents the rows of the matrix) and 
documents (i.e., vectors that represent the columns) [21],[22],[23].  
The corpus embodies a set of mutual constraints that largely determine the 
semantic similarity of words and sets of words. These constraints can be 
solved using linear algebra methods, in particular, singular value 
decomposition [22],[23].  
LSA has been shown to reflect human knowledge in a variety of ways. For 
example, LSA measures correlate highly with humans’ scores on standard 
vocabulary and subject matter tests; it mimics human word sorting and 
category judgments; it simulates word-word and passage-word lexical 
priming data; and it accurately estimates passage coherence [22], [15]. 
The core processing in LSA is to decompose A using SVD (Singular Value 
Decomposition);  
In LSA data is subjected to two-part transformation [20]:  
1- The word frequency (+1) in each cell is converted to its log.  
2- The information-theoretic measure, entropy, of each word is 
computed as ( 𝑃 log 𝑃) over all entries in its row and each cell entry 
then divided by the row entropy value.   
The mentioned two parts transformation is crucial to build the semantic 
space of the system modeled by the matrix, where, words or features are 
weighted as an estimate of its importance in the passage [22],[23].  
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The geometrical interpretation of LSA introduces an excellent understanding 
scheme, where 𝑈𝑘 and 𝑉𝑘 matrices respectively are taken as coordinates of 
points representing the documents and terms in a k-dimensional space. With 
appropriate rescaling of the axes, by quantities related to the associated 
diagonal values of 𝛴, dot products between points (i.e., vectors) in the space 
can be used to compare the corresponding objects. In this decomposition, 
two terms can compared, two documents or a document with a terms also 
are measured [22],[23].  
One important feature of LSA is the generalization to unseen objects, i.e. 
one can compute the representation of objects that did not appear in the 
original analysis. For example if there is a query expression composed of 
terms from the vocabulary. Using linear algebra, it is easy to show that the 
query can be represented as the centroid of its corresponding term points.  
The main advantages of LSA are [20]:  
 Synonymy: Synonymy refers to the fact that two or more different 
words have the same or similar meaning, such as movie and film. A 
traditional vector space model based Information Retrieval (IR) 
system cannot retrieve documents discussing the topic of a given 
query unless they have common terms (due to the limitation of exact 
matching) however mapping the query and the document to the 
concept space, they are both likely to be represented by a similar 
weighted combination of the SVD variables, hence the sine of the two 
vectors can be small.  
 Polysemy: Polysemy refers to the fact that one word has multiple 
meaning, such as the word bank. The precision of the retrieval can be 
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reduced significantly, if the queries have a large number of 
polysemous words. Applying LSA to the query the rare and less 
important usages of certain terms can be filtered out, thereby 
increasing the precision of the search.  
 Term dependence: the vector space model relies on the bag-of-words 
concept, i.e. the terms constituting the documents are completely 
independent from each other (they are orthogonal basis of the vector 
space), and however it is well known that there are strong correlations 
between terms. Term associations, for example can be exploited by 
adding phrases composed of two or more words to the vocabulary. 
LSA offers a more intuitive solution through the embedding of word-
word, document-document and word-document correlations into the 
reduced LSA factor based representation. 
 
2.13. LSA as A theory of Learning, Data mining, Memory 
and   Knowledge 
 
Basically, the input matrix to LSA is consisting of rows representing unitary 
event types and columns representing contexts in which instances of the 
event types appear; this matrix is subjected to analysis by statistical 
technique which is the SVD, as it has been mentioned earlier in this chapter. 
The output of the analysis is a re-representation of both the event and 
individual context as points or vectors in high dimensional abstract space; 
this allows measuring similarity between all pairs consisting of either event 
types or contexts.  
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The data that LSA starts with are raw, first-order local associations between 
a stimulus and other temporally contiguous stimuli, or, equivalently, as 
associations between stimuli and the contexts or episodes in which they 
occur. The stimuli or event types may be thought of as unitary chunks or 
perception or memory.  
Table 1 presents the matrix initiated by LSA before starting the SVD to 
analyze it in term of variance, in other words finding the basis of this matrix.   
Table 1: LSA – General Matrix Scheme. 
Word  𝐷𝑜𝑐1 𝐷𝑜𝑐2 𝐷𝑜𝑐3 …………………………. 𝐷𝑜𝑐𝑛 
𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑑1 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟1 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟1 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟1 …………………………. 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟1 
𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑑2 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟2 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟2 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟2 …………………………. 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟2 
𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑑3 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟3 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟3 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟3 …………………………. 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟3 
      
𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑚 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑚 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑚 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑚  𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑚 
 
𝐴 = 𝑈𝛴𝑉𝑇 = ∑𝜎𝑖𝑢𝑖𝑣𝑖
𝑇
𝑁
𝑖=1
 
𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑠
→      𝐴 =  𝜎1𝑢1𝑣1
𝑇 + 𝜎2𝑢2𝑣2
𝑇 + 𝜎3𝑢3𝑣3
𝑇 + …+ 𝜎𝑁𝑢𝑁𝑣𝑁
𝑇  
And  
  𝜎𝑖  𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑡 𝑖𝑠 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑜 √⋋  
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𝛴 is a diagonal matrix of  𝜎𝑖 and reflects the variance of the latent semantic 
in attributes domain (i.e., words ) and the semantic in the documents 
domain. Despite the fact that SVD comes out to dimensionality reduction, 
there is another beneficial outcome which is knowledge condensing vectors; 
this is the vector that results on maximum knowledge about the document.  
In data mining application, the initial matrix is an array of objects and 
attributes. The number of rows, n, of the matrix is typically very large, in the 
range 103 − 109. The number of columns, m, is also large 10 − 104. 
However, this is large enough for many of the difficulties of working in high 
dimension to play a significant role.  
Singular value decomposition is an efficient tools used to reduce high 
dimensionality to lower degree; this results in lowering the computation 
power in doing the calculations. Basically SVD power introduces new 
conceptualization to problem domain, where all concepts are transformed to 
the space as vectors and system dynamic is obviously captured, the 
weighting of attributes that urge system dynamic can be revealed [22].  
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Chapter Three: Intelligent Software Java Agent System 
 
3.1 Definition of Agent         
The term ‘agent’, or software agent, has found its way into a number of 
technologies and has been widely used, for example, in artiﬁcial intelligence, 
databases, operating systems and computer networks literature. Although 
there is no single deﬁnition of an agent, all deﬁnitions agree that an agent is 
essentially a special software component that has autonomy that provides an 
interoperable interface to an arbitrary system and/or behaves like a human 
agent, working for some clients in pursuit of its own agenda. Even if an 
agent system can be based on a solitary agent working within an 
environment and if necessary interacting with its users, usually they consist 
of multiple agents. These multi-agent systems (MAS) can model complex 
systems and introduce the possibility of agents having common or conﬂict 
goals. These agents may interact with each other both indirectly (by acting 
on the environment) or directly (via communication and negotiation). 
Agents may decide to cooperate for mutual beneﬁt or may compete to serve 
their own interests [24],[25]. 
An agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its environment 
through sensors and acting upon that environment through effectors.  Human 
agent has eyes, ears, and other organs for sensors and hands, legs, mouth, 
and other body parts for effectors. A robotic agent substitutes cameras and 
infrared range finders for sensors and various motors for effectors [25].  
Figure 5 illustrates this simple idea. 
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Figure 5: Agents Interact with Environments through Sensors and Actuators. 
 
There is much confusion over what people mean by an "agent " Table 2 lists 
several perspectives for the meaning of the term "agent"[27].  
     
Table 2: Various Perspectives on the Meaning of the Term "Agent". 
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3.3Properties of Agents  
  The main properties of Agent are [26] [27]:-  
 An agent is autonomous, because it operates without the direct 
intervention of humans or others and has control over its actions and 
internal state.  
 An agent is social, because it cooperates with humans or other agents 
in order to achieve its tasks. An agent is reactive, because it perceives 
its environment and responds in a timely fashion to changes that occur 
in the environment.  
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 An agent is proactive, because it does not simply act in response to its 
environment but is able to exhibit goal-directed behavior by taking 
initiative.  
  An agent can be mobile, with the ability to travel between different 
nodes in a computer network.  
 It can be truthful, providing the certainty that it will not deliberately 
communicate false information. 
  It can be benevolent; always trying to perform what is asked of it.  
 It can be rational, always acting in order to achieve its goals and never 
to prevent its goals being achieved, and it can learn, adapting itself to 
ﬁt its environment and to the desires of its users. 
Anyway, Table 3 summarizes the most crucial attributes of software Agent:  
Table 3: Agent Properties. 
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3.4 Agent Architectures  
      Agent architectures are the fundamental mechanisms underlying the 
autonomous components that support effective behavior  in real-world, 
dynamic and open environments[24].  
There are three classes of architectures: 
 Deliberative Architectures (or Classical Approach); 
 Reactive Architectures (or Alternative Approach); 
 Hybrid Architectures. 
a. Deliberative Architectures contain an explicitly represented, symbolic 
model of the world in which decisions (such as what actions to 
perform) are made via (logical) reasoning, based on pattern matching 
and symbolic manipulation. This approach builds agents as a type of 
knowledge-based system. The main problem with this type of 
architecture is performance. 
The architecture needs to translate the real world into a correct 
symbolic description and the agents need to reason with this 
information quickly enough for the results to be useful. This problem 
leads to work on vision, speech understanding, learning, knowledge 
representation, automated reasoning, planning, etc. Examples of 
deliberative agent architectures include Intelligent. 
b. Reactive Architectures are based on the assumption that intelligent 
agent's behavior can be generated without an explicit representation and 
abstract reasoning of the kind that symbolic Artificial Intelligent (AI) 
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proposes and is an emergent property of certain complex systems. One 
Can be  identifies two key ideas: 
1. Situatedness and embodiment: “Real” intelligence is situated in the 
world, not in disembodied systems such as theorem proves or expert 
systems. 
2. Intelligence and emergence: “Intelligent” behavior arises as a result 
of an agent’s interaction with its environment. 
c. Hybrid Architectures   are designed by the product of the marriage of 
the two approaches discussed so far. Both the classical and the alternative 
approach to agent architecture have their own disadvantages, hence 
neither a completely deliberative nor completely reactive approach is 
suitable for building agents. 
Obviously, a hybrid agent is built out of two (or more) subsystems: a 
deliberative one, containing a symbolic world model, which develops 
plans and makes decisions in the way proposed by mainstream symbolic 
AI and  A reactive one, which is capable of reacting to events that occur 
in the environment without engaging in complex reasoning. Often, the 
reactive component is given some kind of precedence over the 
deliberative one, so that it can provide a rapid response to important 
environmental events [27][28]. 
3.5 Basic Structure of Agent  
The internal structure of agent is mainly to describe the module and how 
these modules work together, in the collaborative design and manufacturing 
system based agent, Agent’s features include: network center-based, 
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interactive, semi-autonomy, responsiveness, consultative, collaborative, 
proactive, predictive, adaptive, flexible, durable and movable. Though, in 
the specific design and manufacture of agent-based system may only need a 
subset of these features, to achieve these characteristics, the appropriate 
module is necessary. The simple agent may only need a small number of 
modules (such as perception, inference, and execution), while the complex 
agent need more. Based on the previous model, the subject put forward the 
basic structure of agent.  
1- Communication rules: to send the mission, to transmit the 
information and express the attitude of the target tasks on 
various agents.  
2- Application programming interface, database interface and the 
tool interface: the interface is provided between agent and the 
application, database and connection of some tools.  
3- Security modules: supply the security services for the interact 
information between the agent and the outside world, such as 
encryption or decryption, digital signature and signature 
verification.  
4- Perception module: it is responsible for the sensation of the 
outside information, understanding of the situation as complete 
as possible. At the same time, it filter the received information, 
assist reasoning module identify and translate the information. 
5- The reasoning module: recognize, translate, and decompensate 
the received information. The module make agent with a higher 
intelligence, it is the key to the agent with the complex 
decision-making and knowledge processing.  
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6- Decision-making modules: according to the information 
received and the agent’s goal make decisions based on the 
existing knowledge.  
7- Planning module: according to the overall objective of agent 
plan their behavior.  
8- The implementation of the modules: are mainly used for 
implementation planning.  
9- Knowledge library: it contains two types of knowledge, one is 
the rule and the other is the knowledge block. Agents 
accomplish tasks conveniently and independently according to 
this knowledge.  
 
3.6 The Agent Behavior   
A particular behavior of an embodied, situated agent is a series of actions it 
performs when interacting with an environment. The specific order or 
manner in which the actions’ movements are made and the overall outcome 
that occurs as a result of the actions defines the type of behavior. We can 
define an action as a series of movements performed by an agent in relation 
to a specific outcome, either by volition (for cognitive-based actions) or by 
instinct (for reactive-based actions). With this definition, movement is being 
treated as a fundamental part of the components that characterize each type 
of behavior .The distinction between a movement and an action is that an 
action comprises one or more movements performed by an agent, and also 
that  there is a specific outcome that occurs as a result of the action. For 
example, a human agent outcome of the action is that the light gets switched 
on. This action requires a series of movements to be performed such as 
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raising the hand up to the light switch, moving a specific finger up out of the 
hand, then sing that finger to touch the top of the switch, then applying 
pressure downwards until the switch moves. The distinction between an 
action and a particular behavior is that a behavior comprises one or more 
actions performed by an agent in a particular order or manner. For example, 
an agent may prefer an energy saving type of behavior by only switching 
lights on when necessary (this is an example of a cognitive type of behavior 
as it involves a conscious choice). Another agent may always switch on the 
light through habit as it enters a room (this is an example of a mostly 
reactive type of behavior). Behavior is the way an agent acts in a given 
situation or set of situations [27],[29],[30],[31]. 
 
3.7 Agent and Environments    
The environment that influences an agent's behavior can itself be influenced 
by the agent. They tend to think of the environment as what influences an 
agent but in this case the influence is bidirectional. An environment is 
everything in the world that surrounds the agent that is not part of the agent 
itself. They can think of the environment as being everything that surrounds 
the agent, but which is distinct from the agent and its behavior. This is where 
the agent 'lives' or operates, and provides the agent with something to sense 
and somewhere for it to move around. The comparison of an environment 
being like the world we live in is often implicitly used when the term 
'environment' is used in computer science and AI in particular. An agent can 
explore, get lost in, and map a virtual computer environment just the same as 
a human in the real world environment. The ability to observe /sense and 
move around the environment are key properties of both. The environment 
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may also be a simulation of a real environment, where the goal is to simulate 
specifically chosen real physical properties as closely as possible. A problem 
with simulated environments, however, is that it is often difficult to achieve 
realism in the simulation, as the simulation may diverge from reality in 
unpredictable ways [27],[29]. 
 
3.7.1 The environment properties 
 
 Accessible versus inaccessible: An accessible environment is one in 
which the agent can obtain complete, accurate, up-to-date information 
about the environment's state. Most real-world environments are not 
accessible in this sense.  
 Deterministic versus non-deterministic: A deterministic environment 
is one in which any action has a single guaranteed effect there is no 
uncertainty about the state that will result from performing an action, 
otherwise it is non-deterministic.  
 Static versus dynamic. A static environment is one that can be 
assumed to remain unchanged except by the performance of actions 
by the agent. In contrast, a dynamic environment is one that has other 
processes operating on it, and which hence changes in ways beyond 
the agent's control. The physical world is a highly dynamic 
environment, as is the Internet.   
 Discrete versus continuous. An environment is discrete if there are a 
fixed, finite number of actions and percepts in it; otherwise it is 
continuous [27]. 
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3.8 Ontology  
 Ontology is a formal explicit specification of a shared conceptualization.  A 
conceptualization, in this context, refers to an abstract model of how people 
think about things in the world, usually restricted to a particular subject area. 
An explicit specification means the concepts and relationships of the abstract 
model are given explicit terms and definitions [26].  
Ontology is defined as a hierarchical representation of the objects from the 
application domain. It includes the following:  
1-descriptions of the different types of objects (called concepts)  
2- Descriptions of individual objects (called instances) 
3- Properties of each object and the relationships between objects [26].  
  The subject ontology plays a crucial role in Disciple and in cognitive 
assistants, in general, being at the basis of knowledge representation, user-
agent communication, problem solving and learning. Ontology has several 
functions:  
1-  The object ontology provides the basic representational constituents 
for all the elements of the knowledge base, such as the problems, the 
problem reduction rules.  
2-  The agent’s ontology enables the agent to communicate with the user 
and with other agents by declaring the terms that the agent 
understands. Consequently, the ontology enables knowledge sharing 
and reuse among agents that share a common vocabulary which they 
understand.  
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3-  The problem solving methods of the agent are applied by matching 
them against the current state of the agent’s world which is represented 
in the ontology [26].  
  
3.8.1 Ontology Basic Terms  
 
A concept (or class) is a general representation of what is common to a set of 
instances (or individuals). Therefore, it may be regarded as a representation 
of that set of instances [26],[27].   
An instance (individual) is a representation of a particular entity in the 
application domain. The objects in an application domain may be described 
in terms of their properties and their relationships with each other [26],[29].  
An object feature is itself characterized by several features which have to be 
specified when defining a new feature. They include its domain, range, super 
features, sub features, and documentation. The domain of a feature is the 
concept that represents the set of objects that could have that feature. The 
range is the set of possible values of the feature [26].  
 
 3.7.2 Steps in Ontology Development  
 
  The ontology development steps can be summarized as follows [26]. 
1. Define basic concepts (types of objects) and their organization into a 
hierarchical structure.  
2. Define generic object features by using the previously defined concepts to 
specify their domains and ranges.   
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3. Define instances (specific objects) by using the previously defined 
concepts and features.   
4. Extend the object ontology with new concepts, features, and instances.   
5. Repeat the above steps until the ontology is judged to be complete 
enough.   
 3.9 Multi-agent systems (MASs) and Societies of Agents 
Multi-agent systems (MASs) are computational systems in which a 
collection of loosely-coupled autonomous agents interact in order to solve a 
given problem. As this problem is usually beyond the agents’ individual 
capabilities, agents exploit their ability to communicate, cooperate, 
coordinate and negotiate with one another. Apparently, these complex social 
interactions depend on the circumstances and may vary from altruistic 
cooperation through to open conﬂict [24]. An MAS can be defined as a  
loosely coupled network of problem solvers  that  interact  to solve problems  
that  are  beyond  the  individual  capabilities or knowledge of each problem 
solver[24],[28],[30]. 
The main different between Multi Agent and single agent systems is that in 
MAS several agents exits, and they are aware of each other’s goals and 
actions besides being aware of each other’s intentions and behavior, in a 
fully general multi-agent system, agents also communicate with one another, 
either to help an individual agent achieve its goal, or in a rare case, prevent 
it. 
Multi-agent systems are composed of several autonomous entities, which 
have the following general characteristics [29]: 
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1- Each agent has incomplete capabilities to solve the problem.  
2- There is no global control. 
3- Data is decentralized.  
 
3.10 JADE  
  JADE (Java Agent Development environment): is a software framework to 
facilitate the development of interoperable intelligent multi-agent systems 
that is used by a heterogeneous community of users as a tool for both 
supporting research activities and building real applications [26].   
       It simplifies the implementation of multi-agent systems through a 
middle-ware that claims to comply with the FIPA (Foundation for 
Intelligent, Physical Agents) specifications and through a set of tools that 
supports the debugging and deployment phase. The agent platform can be 
distributed across machines (which not even need to share the same OS) and 
the configuration can be controlled via a remote GUI. The configuration can 
be even changed at run-time by creating new agents and moving agents from 
one machine to another one, as and when required [26]. The goal of JADE is 
to simplify development while ensuring standard compliance through a 
comprehensive set of system services and agents. To achieve such a goal, 
JADE offers the following list of features to the agent programmer   
[26],[28],[29].  
• FIPA-compliant Agent Platform, which includes the AMS (Agent 
Management System), the default DF (Directory Facilitator), and the ACC 
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(Agent Communication Channel). All these three agents are automatically 
activated at the agent platform start-up.  
• Distributed agent platform. The agent platform can be split among several 
hosts. Only one Java application, and therefore only one Java Virtual 
Machine, is executed on each host.  
• Java API to send/receive messages to/from other agents; ACL messages 
are represented as ordinary Java objects.  
• Library of FIPA (Foundation for Intelligent, Physical Agents) interaction 
protocols ready to be used.  
•    Support for agent mobility within a JADE agent platform.  
• Graphical user interface to manage several agents and agent platforms 
from the same agent. The activity of each platform can be monitored and 
logged. 
 Automatic registration of agents with the AMS.  
 FIPA-compliant naming service: at start-up agents obtain their GUID 
(Globally Unique Identifier) from the platform [26],[27]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3.10.1 JADE Architecture Overview  
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   Figure (6) represents the main JADE architectural elements. An 
application based on JADE is made of a set of components called Agents 
each one having a unique name. Agents execute tasks and interact by 
exchanging messages [26].  
     Agents live on top of a Platform that provides them with basic services 
such as message delivery. A platform is composed of one or more 
Containers. Containers can be executed on different hosts thus achieving a 
distributed platform. Each container can contain zero or more agents. For 
instance, with reference to figure (6), container "Container 1" in host3 
contains agents A2 and A3. Even if in some particular scenarios this is not 
always the case, we can think of a Container as a JVM (so, 1 JVM ==> 1 
container ==> 0 or many agents). A special container called Main Container 
exists in the platform. The main container is itself a container and can 
therefore contain agents, but differs from other containers in that [26],[27].   
1.  It must be the first container to start in the platform and all other 
containers register to it at bootstrap time   
2.  It includes two special agents: the AMS (Agent Management System) 
that represents the authority in the platform and is the only agent able to 
perform platform management actions such as starting and killing agents or 
shutting down the whole platform (normal agents can request such actions 
from the AMS). The other agent is the DF (Directory Facilitator) that 
provides the Yellow Pages service where agents can publish the services 
they provide and find other agents providing the services they need. It 
should be noticed that if another main container is started, as in Host 4 in 
Figure 6, this constitutes a new platform [26].  
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Figure 6: The JADE Architecture [26]. 
 
 
 3.11 Agent Communications  
Agent communication is one of the most important areas for standardization 
where Agents can communicate transparently regardless of whether they live 
in the same container (e.g. A2 and A3), in different containers (with  same or 
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in different hosts) belonging to the same platform (e.g. A and A2) or in 
different platforms (e.g. A1 and A5) as shown in Figure 6.        
     Communication is based on an asynchronous message passing paradigm. 
Message format is defined by the ACL (Agent Communication Language) 
language defined by FIPA, an international organization that issues a set of 
specifications for agent interoperability. An ACL Message contains a 
number of fields including [26],[30]:  
• The sender   
• The receiver(s)   
• The communicative act (also called per formative) that represents the 
intention of the sender of the message.   
• The content i.e. the actual information conveyed by the message [26]. 
 
3.12 FIPA ACL Message Structure 
A FIPA ACL message contains a set of one or more message parameters. 
Precisely which parameters are needed for effective agent communication 
will vary according to the situation; the only parameter that is mandatory in 
all ACL messages is the per formative, although it is expected that most 
ACL messages will also contain sender, receiver and content parameters 
[26],[26],[27]. 
 If an agent does not recognize or is unable to process one or more of the 
parameters or parameter values, it can reply with the appropriate not-
understood message [26]. 
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 Specific implementations are free to include user-defined message 
parameters other than the FIPA ACL message parameters specified in  
  Table 4. The semantics of these user-defined parameters is not 
defined by FIPA, and FIPA compliance does not require any particular 
interpretation of these parameters. Some parameters of the message might be 
omitted when their value can be deduced by the context of the conversation. 
However, FIPA does not specify any mechanism to handle such conditions, 
therefore those implementations that omit some message parameters are not 
guaranteed to interoperate with each other[27],[29]. 
 The full set of FIPA ACL message parameters is shown in   Table 
4 without regard to their specific encodings in an implementation. FIPA-
approved encodings and parameter orderings for ACL messages are given in 
other specifications. Each ACL message representation specification 
contains precise syntax descriptions for ACL message encodings based on 
XML, text strings and several other schemes. 
 
  Table 4: ACL Message Parameters [26]. 
Parameter                 Category of Parameters 
Performative Type of communicative acts 
Sender Participant in communication 
Receiver Participant in communication 
reply-to Participant in communication 
Content Content of message 
Language Description of Content 
Encoding Description of Content 
Ontology Description of Content 
Protocol Control of conversation 
conversation-id Control of conversation 
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reply-with Control of conversation 
in-reply-to Control of conversation 
reply-by Control of conversation 
 
 
  3.13 FIPA STANDARDS  
Between different MAS implementations, In particular, the FIPA agent 
management reference model shown in  
 
Figure 7: The FIPA Agent Management Reference Model [26].defines “the 
normative framework within which FIPA agents exist and operate. It 
establishes the logical reference model for the creation, registration, 
location, communication, migration and retirement of agents” .The 
normative framework includes a set of entities that FIPA-compliant MAS 
must contain, according to Figure 8.These include [26],[27],[29]:  
• An agent runtime environment for defining the FIPA notion of agency;  
• An Agent Platform (AP) for deploying agents in a physical infrastructure;  
• A Directory Facilitator (DF) which provides a yellow pages service for the 
agents registered on the platform. 
• An Agent Management System (AMS) acting as a white pages service for 
supervisory control over access to the agent platform. 
• A Message Transport Service (MTS) for communication between the 
agents registered on different platforms [26]. 
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Figure 7: The FIPA Agent Management Reference Model [26]. 
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Figure 8: The entities that comprise a FIPA-compliant AP [26]. 
              
Chapter Four: The Proposed Systems “AIAMAS” 
 
 
My approach is to use Socialization Feature of Multi – agent platform in 
order to develop annotation accompanied Images based on Usage.  
 
  
4.1 Introduction  
 
This chapter is dedicated to present Automatic Image Annotation using 
Multi-Agent System (AIAMAS), where multiple agents are propagated to 
client side over the cloud to transfer user experience in working with 
retrieved images due to posting certain queries. The kernel idea of using 
intelligent software agent is to provide deliverable environment in which 
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knowledge is developed due to the acquisition of user interaction with the 
retrieved images against; user interaction reflects his/her experience in 
matching images to the query.  Developed knowledge is used later on to 
annotate those images for better description of its content.   
In this chapter, the presentation of AIAMAS is categorized into three areas: 
first area is the development platform and environment based on the 
implementation of AIAMAS is accomplished. In this area tools and software 
technologies (i.e., Servlet/JSP, Servlet Filters, Agent under Tomcat and 
HTML5) are presented.  
The Second area is the core specification of AIAMAS is presented which is 
the knowledge development.  
The third area is focused to present the approach implemented by this thesis 
to de-noise image annotations; this is done by processing annotations and the 
query as natural language paragraphs, then a semantic space is built up as a 
matrix and analyzed after that using LSA (Latent Semantic Analysis) to 
retrieve semantic correlation and similarities; this is to be used to reduce 
dimensions of the space and the results, as it will show later in this chapter, 
are a filtered annotation with less redundancy.    
  
4.2 System General Scheme  
 
Essentially, the proposed scheme is a java web application (i.e., Servlet/JSP) 
hosted by a Linux server. Its main functionality is to proxy queries posted by 
clients; those queries are processed and forwarded to Google search engine. 
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The results returned from the Google search engine are delivered to user’s 
side over the cloud.  
Dedicated agents are injected in web pages through which user is posting 
queries; those agents are responsible primarily on revealing user experience 
in inferring returned results (i.e., list of images returned from Google image 
search engine) related to certain queries.    
 
Figure 9: The essential software components constructing the proposal model. 
 
As Figure 9) we have a java agent listening for users’ queries and these are 
routed to agent module through Servlet filter module. Distributed agents 
over the cloud (i.e., the internet environment) are able to communicate 
‘server agent’ through posting HTTP requests (i.e., POST or GET) to the 
URL of the web application implemented by this thesis. In the thesis, web 
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based agents are able to use WebSocket protocol, which is one of the 
essential initiatives of HTML5, to establish a full-duplex communication 
channel over TCP connection.  
  Anyway, the JADE platform is launched at server side by invoking the 
‘jade.Boot’ class and, after that, java agents are allowed to join that 
platform.  Basically, java agents are not part of web application, thus, users’ 
HTTP based traffic is routed automatically using Servlet filter to java agent 
modules.  
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Figure 10: General scheme of social basic automatic annotation system. 
 
 
Figure 10) presents a detailed version of the system proposed by this thesis. 
The most significant part is where indexing is accomplished; this is done 
after acquiring user experience as following section will presents.  Figure 
(11) illustrates sequential diagram of the entire process in general, where 
specific knowledge is developed about certain query.     
 
From figure (10), agents, either residing at server side or the one transferred 
to user side, share the following behaviors:  
1- Web Service Integration (B3): this behavior encapsulates web 
service integration functionalities by implementing SOAP based 
invocation to google web service.  
2- Socialization Behavior(B2): this behavior is responsible on 
socializing other agents within the platform to determine dominant 
tags for an image  
3- User behavior monitoring (B1): this behavior is responsible on 
monitoring selections made by the user after querying Google search 
Web service. Highlighted images are grouped in clusters and 
socialization behavior is signaled. The following behaviors are 
considered: Highlighted images, selected images, revisited images and 
saved images  
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Figure 11: Sequence diagram of complete 2-tier image annotation session. 
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Figure 12 presents the general skeleton of the proposed system. 
 
Figure 12: the general skeleton of the proposed system. 
 
Agents are autonomous software components that have the ability to 
perceive events occurred with the environment. In this thesis, Agents are 
designed to conceptualize image annotation, thus we had to equip them with 
the specification for image annotation semantic, as it is shown in Figure 13). 
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Figure 13: Ontology to conceptualize Image Annotation. 
 
4.3 Mathematical Model of the Proposed Annotation Scheme 
Let 𝑅𝑇
𝐼  be a Repository of images accessed over the Internet, and Images are 
indexed according to annotations coupled to these images, thus we can 
express this Repository as the following equation:  
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𝑅𝑇
𝐼 =∑ (𝐼𝑖  , 𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑖)
𝑘
𝑖=1
  
Where:  
 ∀ 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 ∈ 𝑅𝑇
𝐼    ∃ 𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑜(𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒)   𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑜(𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒) =  ∑ 𝑐𝑖
𝑚
1  ,  𝑐𝑖 is a 
textual semantic concept (keyword) referring to the image and m is number 
of keywords.  
For a successful image indexing the following condition has to be satisfied  
 
∀ 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑒𝑑(𝑖𝑚𝑔𝑎𝑒𝑖) ∃   𝑐  ∈ 𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑜(𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖)   𝑠𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡  𝑐 
∉ 𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑜(𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑗) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖 
 
Search engines, like Google search engine, are sending queries in two types:  
First: textual queries where user is expressing his inquiry using natural 
language, thus the Optimized Search Function (OSF)  is defined as 
following mapping:  
  OSF: Query                               c   while non-optimized search function 
would produce many indexes that satisfy the following:  
Let Query = 𝑆𝑖 = {𝑘1 𝑘2…𝐾} , where 𝑘1 𝑘2…𝐾  are keywords used by the 
requestor for 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖 
  
SearchResult(Query) = ∑ 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑗
𝑀
𝑗=1   𝑖𝑓𝑓 
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𝑆𝑖  ∩ 𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑜(𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑗  ) ≠  ∅   and OSF(Query) ≠ 𝑐 
OR 
SearchResult(Query) =𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖  𝑖𝑓𝑓  OSF(Query) = c 
 
 
4.4 Agent Social Effect  
Let requestor behavior be Uij where i=1.. M, is number of behaviors and 
j=1..N,  is number of Agents And impact(𝑈𝑖𝑗, Agent-Socio) is the impact of 
behavior   𝑈𝑖𝑗 on the multi-Agent system. It will be evaluated along the 
implementation of the proposal, for the time being it can represented by the 
non-linear formula:  
𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡(𝑈𝑖𝑗 , 𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 𝑆𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑜)  ∝
nL  𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑟𝑦𝑗 
 
𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡(𝑈𝑖𝑗 , 𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 𝑆𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑜)  ∝
𝑛𝐿  𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑜(𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑗) 
The social impact (influence) of an agent A on another agent B is expressed 
by the following formula: 
𝐼𝑀𝑃(𝐴, 𝐵) =  ∑ 𝑃𝐴(𝑈) 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡(𝑈, 𝑑(𝐴, 𝐵))𝑈   Where d (A,B) is Euclidean 
distance between agent A and agent B.  
Along the implementation impact () formula will be defined in term of 
updating annotation based on social effect of requestor's behaviors U.   
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4.5 Intelligent Agent Implementation in Client Side  
Intelligent agent is designed and implemented to fulfill crucial roles in this 
proposal, and as it has been clarified in previous chapters that software agent 
has pool of running behaviors, where Agents are encapsulating their 
functionalities in these behaviors (i.e., behavior is a term in Agent 
programming terminology, and it refers to actions conducted by Agents and 
when these actions are fired).  
Behaviors run in different schemes of synchronization but they share the 
same triggering event, which is the arrival of ACL Message to the Message 
queue of the platform, in the proposed system multiple threads are required 
to tackle behaviors’ functionality; this was a challenge to be accomplished in 
a client side web application (i.e., web page) due to the limitation of 
scripting language (i.e., jQuery and JavaScript). Javascript is a single 
threaded scripting language, thus, it does not fulfill the requirement.  
HTML5 introduces many facilities to enforce multi-threading programming 
environment; Web Worker is the essential element in this issue. Web worker 
spawn piece of code, which is JavaScript code in this proposal, to work in 
different thread and does not affect the overall latency of the program.  
Web worker is designed to carry out heavy weight process in the 
background but does not have access to the foreground components (i.e., 
DOM - Document Object Model); this due to the sophisticated 
synchronization model needed to manage accessing DOM objects from 
multiple Web Workers. 
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Agent behaviors are implemented in separate JavaScript files and dispatched 
when needed to run from within the page executing context in the client 
machine, as Figure 14 presents.  
 
Figure 14: HTML5 Based Intelligent Agent Architecture. 
  
 
Web Worker communicates with the main web page using an event driven 
scheme where events generated by user interaction with the DOMs, are 
captured and sent to the background worker module through notification 
messages as Figure 15 depicts:    
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Figure 15: Agent Behavior (on the left) communicating Image Annotation Main Page. 
 
4.6 Agent Communication Scheme 
In this proposal, agents need to communicate over the cloud; this is a 
challenge due to the design limitation of JADE environment with no support 
of establishing agent platform over the cloud. Intelligent Agent built up 
using JADE are abstracting networking into higher level where Agent 
developer  do need to worry about networking, but this does not include the 
cloud, where new encapsulation is required to packaging ACL Message in 
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HTTP envelop and send it over the cloud to the destination. Special hidden 
parameters are injected in HTTP requests to indicate that ACL Message is 
carried with the request; Figure 16) presents the specifications.  
 
Figure 16:  Ontology used to interpret HTTP request packet. 
 
4.7 De-noise Image Annotation 
In annotation based image retrieval, the redundancy of images returned by 
the image retrieval engine is due to redundancy in the natural language 
words composing the annotation.  
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In this proposal, images are represented by the concepts they hold. Image 
concepts are the projection of human interpretation of the visual structures 
within an image, hence:  
𝐼 =  ∑ 𝐶𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1 . ?⃗?𝑖                  --- eq.2 
Where I is any image and 𝐶𝑖 is the 𝑖
𝑡ℎ concept recognized with that image    
𝑞 =  ∑ 𝑤𝑖 . ?⃗⃗?𝑖
𝐾
𝑖=1            ---eq.3 
Where q is the query entered by the user, 𝑤𝑖 is the 𝑖
𝑡ℎ word within the query 
and ?⃗⃗?𝑖 is the semantic unit vector. Semantic meaning for image’s concept 
should correlate human’s interpretation for that concept; hence, eq.3 is a 
prerequisite  
?⃗?𝑖  . ?⃗⃗⃗?𝑖  = 1                 ---- eq.4 
The semantic space is represented by a 𝐴𝑚 𝑥 𝑛 matrix and this matrix is 
decomposed into its principal components as the following equation:  
𝐴 = 𝑈𝛴𝑉𝑇 = ∑ 𝜎𝑖𝑢𝑖𝑣𝑖
𝑇𝑁
𝑖=1              ---eq.5 
Where 𝜎𝑖 is the 𝑖
𝑡ℎ singular value of the matrix, 𝜎1 and  𝑣1
𝑇 are the most 
effective direction, in other words, we can decompose the matrix A into its 
individual components as the following:  
𝐴 = 𝑈𝛴𝑉𝑇 = 𝜎1𝑢1𝑣1
𝑇 + 𝜎2𝑢2𝑣2
𝑇 + 𝜎3𝑢3𝑣3
𝑇 +⋯+ 𝜎𝑛𝑢𝑛𝑣𝑛
𝑇    ---eq.6   
And we have singular values aligned in descending as the following: 
𝜎1 > 𝜎2 > ⋯ > 𝜎𝑛  
 
Thus, values of  𝜎  are utilized as indicators to reduce matrix dimensions 
(i.e., the matrix that represent the annotations and queries).  
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Block similarity is measured by the following formula:  
𝜃 =  cos−1
𝑣𝑖 𝑣𝑗
|𝑣𝑖 | |𝑣𝑗|
             --- (5) 
Where 
𝑀𝑖𝑛(𝜃) < 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 →  𝑣𝑖  ≡  𝑣𝑗   --- (6) 
The priorities of using a specific word to index and retrieve a certain image 
correspond to the singular values calculated by the SVD algorithm, this way 
words with less singular values can be omitted from the annotation.  
The Σ matrix can be used as a noise filter where queries are treated as 
vectors within the semantic space and those who are on the same direction 
toward the most singular value; those queries would be composed of the 
most affected words.   
Figure(10) presents a flow chart of the de-noising process, where query and 
annotations accompanied the resultant list of images are used to build the 
semantic space; this semantic space is analyzed using LSA to evaluate the 
most affecting variance of the query and omitting less important component 
of the query, in other words remove the redundancy from the annotations.  
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Figure 17: De-noising Image Annotation Using LSA. 
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𝑈: represents query words vectors corresponding to the annotations of 
resultant images in the hidden word space  
𝑉: represents the words vectors corresponding to the queries in the hidden 
word space.  
Thus, to study the relationship of 𝑖𝑡ℎ word within the query to the 𝑗𝑡ℎ 
annotation (i.e., certain image), all we need to do is to conduct the Dot 
Product between 𝑖𝑡ℎ vector of 𝑈 and the 𝑗𝑡ℎ vector of 𝑉.  
Figure (18) illustrate how the table is constructed to build semantic space in 
which words in queries are weighted in a document (i.e., annotation text 
accompanied the image) in term of structural occurrence.   
 
 
Figure 18: Word’s space revealed from set of queries and resultant images. 
 
 
Anyway, LSA studies the relationship among words in term of its 
association in documents. It is true that SVD has the capability to infer 
connections among words in queries even they don’t appear together in a 
single query or event they don’t appear in any single annotation.  
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                     Chapter 5: Practical Results  
 
 
 
Introduction  
 
This chapter is dedicated to present the implementation of proposed system 
where it starts by introducing the steps taken to setup and configure the 
proposed system, needed requirements are declared and software 
technologies are specified.  
  After introducing the setup and configuration of the system, this chapter 
moves to introduce the first stage in the proposed system which is to build the 
conventional text based image retrieval layer. At this stage, custom search 
engine is implemented to be the front layer of Google image search engine 
through which queries for images are conducted and executed. The goal of 
this layer is to generate special indexing scheme over images retrieved in 
established sessions; this indexing scheme is due to the experience gained 
from monitoring user behaviors in their interactions with retrieved images 
against certain queries.  
 One important step of the setup for the proposed system components 
is the integration of Java intelligent agent with the web server (i.e., 
Apache/TomCat); this integration is presented in separate section in this 
chapter due to the importance and role of Java agent in this proposal, 
basically this would not by hard due to the fact that JADE which is the 
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development environment is a Java library by itself, thus it would not be 
hard to integrate it with Apche/TomCat which is a Java programs. 
      Essentially, the proposed automatic image annotation system depends 
has a lifecycle of two stages: first stage is the acquiring knowledge and stage 
two is deploying of the acquired knowledge in the first stage. 
  
System setup and configuration  
As it has been presented in previous chapter, the proposed system is 
composed of multiple software modules that collaborate to achieve the 
objectivities of the proposed system. Essentially, two categories are divided 
into two categories:  
Client Category: in this category, modules are implemented using JavaScript 
and loaded on demand by the system loader; these modules are implemented 
as run able components that can be executed by internet explorer (i.e., the 
proposed system is after all a web application). JavaScript, WebSocket and 
HTML5 are the main software technologies used to implement client side.  
The major challenge faced building the proposed automatic annotation 
system is the implementation of client side Intelligent Agent, where no 
implementation for Java agent (i.e., that is embeddable in internet explorer) 
is found, thus web applications that introduce agent based functionality are, 
so far, rely on the server side to implement those functionalities. In our 
automatic annotation system this was not acceptable due to crucial needs for 
intensive monitoring for; this is from a side and mining these collections of 
behaviors to extract knowledge as it regards certain retrieving domain; this is 
from the other side, therefore we started the process of implementing limited 
version of agent module based on JavaScript and HTML5.  Many software 
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classes have been designed and implemented using javascript with the help 
of its awesome new tags and technologies such as WebWorker and Web 
Socket. Anyway, essential classes built along this implementation are:  
- Cyclic Behavior: this is a javascript class that coding Agent 
behavior; it is implemented as a web worker that is executed in the 
background to carry out heavy load processing. In matter of fact, 
this module caries agent capabilities to monitor user interaction 
with the retrieved images.   
- BootLoader.js: this JavaScript module is responsible on loading 
client side agent. The booting process including joining the main 
platform which is far in the application server.  
- Agent Communicator: this class is the most crucial module in the 
client side where it is responsible on integrating client side to the 
server side; this integration is done by establishing web socket 
connection and deploying a special communication protocol 
designed and implemented by this work.  
 
Server Category: in this category, modules are implemented using Java 
language with added libraries such as JADE ( Jave Agent DEvelopment ) 
library. Minimum TomCat version required for the implementation of this 
proposal is 7.0.27; this is due to the support of   WebSocket technology.  
A VPS (Virtual Private Server) has been exploited to host PersonalClassPro 
of tomcat which grants the possibility to assign ports and coduct manual 
configuration.   
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Setup JADE on Server Side  
Automatic image annotation scheme presented by this dissertation employs 
intelligent software agent which is a special Java program build using JADE 
development environment. Since we are after creating web application, Java 
based intelligent agent has to cope with the environment imposed by 
enterprise platforms. JADE has presented a special agent that is embeddable 
in the web applications hosted TomCat; this agent is the AgentGateway 
which is interoperable with tomcat and can interpret Http Requests and Http 
Respnses.  
Before starting AgentGateway, JADE boot core has to started to provide 
shell environment for the Java Agents; this is done by using Java module at 
the server side as the following code snippet:  
  
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
try { 
        Process JadeProcess=Runtime.getRuntime ().exec ("java 
–cp /bin/jade.jar Boot -gui"); 
 
        InputStream is = p.getInputStream(); 
 
        BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader (new 
InputStreamReader (is)); 
 
        String errorMSG = br.readLine(); 
 
        while (errorMSG!=null) { 
            SendThroughSocket(errorMSG); 
        } 
    }  
    catch (Exception e) { 
        e.printStackTrace(); 
    }  
 
Figure 19: Starting Instance on JADE environment programmatically. 
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As it is shown in figure (19), error messages are manipulated through the 
function Send Through Socket; error messages are processed by this 
function and a notification is sent to the client side; this was crucial in order 
to sustain confidence that the agent platform is running and behaviors are 
subjected to mining, where without starting JADE environment; Agents 
would not start and eventually the entire proposed system is stopped.  
Anyway, if the code presented in figure (19) is executed properly, then 
JADE shell is booted and kernel agents are started as it is presented in figure 
(20); in this figure basic agents (DF, RMA, and AMS) are launched to 
represent basic functionalities requested to manage platforms of Agents. In 
this implementation a new challenge faced communicating kernel agents 
where client Agent presented in this proposal is not a native agent but it is 
only a front end and the back end (i.e., native java code) is residing at the 
server side.  
In this implementation we needed a gateway agent (i.e., JADE platform 
gateway); this agent is responsible on receiving request to instantiate new 
agent instance or to terminate existing one, anyway, all client side agents 
(i.e., front agent which is coded using javascript) should forward their traffic 
to the gateway agent which rout it corresponding back end agents. 
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Figure 20: Booting Up the Jade environment at the Server Side. 
 
The front side agent (i.e., JavaScript module) is designed to receive 
notification messages from its corresponding back end and when it is 
shutdown it sends a termination message to the gateway agent.   
The proposed automatic image annotation is built as a web application thus 
agents are a hidden layer resides behind the web application skeletal. As it 
has been presented, this work needs two types of agents, one is running at 
the server side will the other is the client side agent which is implemented as 
JavaScript module. Anyway, at the loading for the search engine; these two 
agents are started and joined the platform as it has shown in figure (21).  
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Figure 21: New Agent is created and joined the platform at web application invocation. 
 
Client side agent is responsible of monitoring user behavior in responding to 
the retrieved images, and grades this responding according to the grading 
policy presented in previous chapter. Client agent updates server agent with 
user selections and queries submitted in the first place; this is presented in 
next sections, anyway, to monitor the messages exchanged between client 
agent and server agent an instance of sniffer agent is invoked ( sniffer agent 
is part of JADE package). Figure (22) presents sniffer agent started at the 
server side to monitor underlying traffic; this monitoring is only for 
validating the communication protocol among agents (i.e., back end and 
front end agents).  
Front end agent is a custom implementation for intelligent agent 
functionalities and communication language, in other words the front agent 
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is not a complete implementation for JADE-compliment agents. In this 
proposal and ACL-Communication packet is used to transfer informative 
from the front agent to the back through the gateway agent; this packet holds 
most of the conceptualization imposed by standard ACL-Message 
introduced by JADE environment.   
Gateway agent is responsible of generating standard ACL-Message that is 
perceived by the agents’ modules, gateway agent’s responsibility to build a 
valid message with the information send by the front agent and forward built 
message to the designated agent.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22: Sniffer Agent Started With Monitoring GUI at Server Side. 
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Anyway, figure (22) does not provide any information or tracing the packet 
sent by the front agent but it monitor only the standard ACL-Messages 
exchanged among standard JADE agents.  
 In this work, only one instance on JADE is needed thus the administrator 
has to start JADE manually by logging into the server and invoke the code 
presented in figure (19). Since we are working on a remote server where our 
web application is loaded, we need a terminal emulator to connect to remote 
server; we used PuTTY which is a free and open-source terminal emulator, 
and serial console and network file transfer application.  
Figure (23) present the GUI window of the terminal emulator used to login 
into the remote server in order to start JADE environment. Error messages 
are handled manually by the administrator while error messages occurred 
along the runtime is sent to the front side agent for notification purposes; 
user has to reload the system once more for generating new instances of 
agents at server and client side. 
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Figure 23: Configuring Terminal Emulator to Login into the Application Server. 
 
 
One important issue is making sure that JADE binary and source packages 
are exists as the same as the installation of proper JDK version. Figure (24) 
presents a screen shot of the server directory where jade is downloaded from 
its official site and configured to listen on its dedicated port (i.e., 1099); this 
was the main issue in getting a private server where shared servers don’t 
permit subscribers to configure ports. 
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Figure 24: Console Screen shot showing that jade directory is exist. 
 
Figure (25) presents a case study with four agents started when four users 
invoked our search engine. The probability of having an efficient automatic 
annotation is proportional to the number of users that invoked the search 
engine within the same domain; this is due to the sustaining of valuable 
annotation concepts which are revealed from the intersection of surfed 
images. 
For presentation purposes, all four users are interested in a topic containing 
car but with no further details; this case study passes through two stages: 
first one is the retrieving stage where images are retrieved against certain 
query for all users and second stage which is the annotation stage where user 
behavior is mined in their interaction with the retrieved images. 
Collecting data and Mining User Behaviors
Automatic image annotation is primarily an image retrieval engine 
combined with a behavioral and data mining unit that inference 
user interaction, thus the ﬁrst step in the implementation is to build 
the image retrieving unit. As it has been presented earlier, we count 
on Google image repository and Google API to request images 
against textual queries. Google API is a tool used to get JSON ob-
jects that represents a complete description to the retrieved images. 
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in this stage, the system is started to collect data (i.e., queries, 
retrieved images) and observe behavior of the requestors (i.e., selecting 
matched images); this a mining phase at two levels: data level where 
queries are analyzed against annotations accompanied retrieved images 
using LSA (Latent Semantic Analysis) and behavior level where 
knowledge is collected by conceptualizing user behavior in interacting 
resultant images. Figure (26) presents user submitted a query (car) to the 
system and the images retrieved from Google repository using Google 
custom search API.  
At this stage nothing significant occurred where using Google 
search engine retrieve the same results but here all retrieved image URLs 
are pushed into a database and their notations are also embedded into 
corresponding records. User behavior with retrieved images is the key 
difference that discriminate proposed system than the traditional search 
engines where front side agent is starting a cyclic behavior to monitor and 
conceptualize user interactions.   
 
Figure26: Images Retrieved Against User Simple Query 
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The following are samples of the records generated due the submitting of 
the query and retrieving the images; it is shown from these records that 
image URLs are retrieved and the annotation accompanied images is 
extracted.    
http://news.bbcimg.co.uk/media/images/72628000/jp
g/72628696car1.jpg 
Car reverses into Royston bungalow kitchen. Car 
crashed into house in Royston The driver reversed 
across the road, through a brick wall and into 
the house 
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href="http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://
openclipart.org/image/2400px/svg_to_png/188903/cy
berscooty-cartoon-car.png 
Clipart - Cartoon Car 
http://i.telegraph.co.uk/multimedia/archive/01249
/car_ultimate_aero__1249846c.jpg 
Ultimate Aero EV car: Fastest electric car in the 
world unveiled. Shelby Supercars will reach an 
extraordinary 208mph. The car with a house, which 
is due to go on sale and anti crash 
http://www.hdwallpaperscool.com/wp-
content/uploads/2013/11/mac-classic-cars-vintage-
hd-wallpapers-fresh-new-desktop-widescreen-cars-
images.jpg 
high resolution old classic cars vintage hd 
wallpapers widescreen old cars images desktop 
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Figure 27: Evaluating User Interaction with Retrieved 
Images. 
 
Doc Weight 
1 20 
3 20 
2 10 
4 4 
 
 
From figure (27), annotation of image 1 and 3 are selected and saved by the 
four users thus it weights higher than the others. By intersecting annotations 
of these images we have the probability for candidate new annotation 
concepts as it is presented in Table 6: 
 
Table 6: Candidate Probability for New Annotation Concepts. 
item concept Repetition Probability 
1 Car 2 0.09 
2 House 2 0.09 
3 Reverse 1 0.045 
4 Roystone 1 0.045 
5 Crash 2 0.09 
0 5 10 15 20 25
1
2
3
4
weight
weight
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6 Road 1 0.045 
7 Brick 1 0.045 
8 Drive 1 0.045 
9 Kitchen 1 0.045 
10 Bungalow 1 0.045 
11 Wall 1 0.045 
12 Across 1 0.045 
13 Ultimate 1 0.045 
14 Fast 1 0.045 
15 Electric 1 0.045 
16 World 1 0.045 
17 Unveil 1 0.045 
18 Shelpy 1 0.045 
19 Supercar 1 0.045 
20 Reach 1 0.045 
21 Sale 1 0.045 
22 Extraordinary 1 0.045 
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  From the Table 6, the most nominated concepts are (house, crash, car). 
Next time when user submitted the query (car), more concepts are added to 
the query automatically due to the customization obtained by mining user 
behaviors on retrieved images the new annotations are added to the selected 
images and query is optimized to contain the new concepts, thus next time 
‘car’ query is submitted, it will turn into a query contains the new added 
concepts as it is shown in figure (28). 
 
 
 
Figure 28: Images Retrieved for more Complex Query. 
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In figure (29), new images are retrieved that it cops with the user intend; this 
in the cost of losing generalization where by submitting ‘car’ query the 
proposed system will tend to retrieve images for car crash accidents. Losing 
generalization is handled by listing images resultant of the mining of user 
interactions and redundant images resultant to submitting the original query; 
this will maintain the generalization due to the next level interaction will 
change the type of concepts generated and the probability of these concepts.  
The following are samples of the images retrieved for the query 
‘car+house+crash’ where two concepts are added to the original query ‘car’. 
 
"http://www.salem-news.com/stimg/january012010/ 
mva.helvetia_crash_1350.jpg 
 
Car crash into house 1-1-09. Photo: Washington County Sheriff Car Crashes 
Into House Causing Extensive Damage – Salem 
http://7bluec4-2012.wikispaces.com/file/view/car-
crash-into-house.jpg/292052019/car-crash-into-
house.jpg 
 
Even story car crash into house blue  
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http://www.edp24.co.uk/polopoly_fs/1.1990005.136413027
8!/image/118057481.jpg_gen/derivatives/landscape_630/1
18057481.jpg 
 
 
An Audi TT which left the road and crashed through a 
hedge, over two cars parked in a driveway and into a 
house on Long Meadow Walk in Carlton Colville 
http://rdb.maptacklocal.netdna-cdn.com/wp-
content/uploads/2013/05/truck-crash-into-house.jpg 
 
truck-crash-into-house. Emergency Construction San 
Antonio, Texas. Was your home or business involved in 
an accident? If so, you could be losing business 
http://img.thesun.co.uk/aidemitlum/archi
ve/01438/car-crash-house1_6_1438534a.jpg 
 
lucky escape as car crashes into her lounge. House 
about that ... amazingly nobody was hurt when the 
Mondeo crashed into Andrea Bar 
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To study the feasibility of the approach introduced in this proposal, we 
deployed our system on a public gateway 3 months and the resultant 
statistics are shown in Table 7. 
Table (7) represents user behavior when query is submitted; this is to 
retrieve images within certain domain. Users might just ignore resultant 
images or pay different level of attentions to these images; this is up to the 
correlation degree with his/her expected images. As it has been shown in the 
proposal of this dissertation, user behavior is an indication to the matching 
degree, anyway, user behavior can be weighted as high when images are 
clicked for enlargement and saved eventually (i.e., this the visited column in 
table 7), and it is weighted low when user give some attention to the image 
by moving mouse over certain images (i.e., this is the focused attribute in 
table 7). Selected images are the images that clicked for enlargement but 
never saved.   
 
Table 7: The resultant statistics of a public gateway 3. 
 
Domain Images Period 
(days) 
Visited Selected Focused 
Car and race 25717 47 17% 1.31% 5.3% 
Celebrities 56015 30 46% 34% 70% 
Accessories 
(smart phone) 
48238 30 21% 11% 27% 
Nature 33912 30 17% 9% 13% 
Computer 61943 42 3% 11% 19% 
Misc. 111728 47 35% 55% 31% 
 
Table (7) represents the domains for user queries; images were collected 
according to the domain that the user searches in. according the results 
presented in table (7) it is obvious that most of the retrieved images do not 
match user intention when submitting the query; these results also introduce 
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another concept which is the topic through which the query is submitted, for 
example ‘Car and race’ domain only 20 % of the images gain attention at 
different levels and others are ignored; this is a poor outcome in term of 
fulfilling user request with optimized network load and user effort.   
The statistics presented in Table (7) is an outcome of sampling users’ entries 
by installing the implemented proposed system on their gateway, the people, 
who are involved the survey, were randomly acquired for their input queries, 
the only determination was for the domain of the subjected queries.     
 
People who are sampled for their input, had been monitored for their 
behavior in responding to results come up due to posting their queries, 
selected images are grouped and weighted according to the schemes 
implemented by the proposed system. All queries falling out determined 
categories are labeled with ‘Misc.’ class name. figure (29) represents the 
statistics of user behavior on individual nodes:  
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Figure 29: user behavior statistics. 
 
 
Deploying knowledge to optimize Image query 
 
In this proposal, LSA (Latent Semantic Analysis) has been deployed 
to optimize image query by preserving the most affected attributes in 
the image annotation. Table 8 presents the semantic space built for the 
attributes in the selected images.  
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                                          Table 8: Semantic Matrix for Image Annotation. 
it
e
m 
concept Ima
ge1 
Ima
ge2 
Ima
ge3 
Ima
ge4 
1 Car 2 1 2 1 
 
2 House 2 0 1 0 
 
3 Reverse 2 0 0 0 
 
4 Roystone 1 0 0 0 
 
5 Crash 1 0 1 0 
 
6 Road 1 0 0 0 
 
7 Brick 1 0 0 0 
 
8 Drive 1 0 0 0 
 
9 Kitchen 1 0 0 0 
 
           10 Bungalow 1 0 0 0 
 
           11 Wall 1 0 0 1 
 
           12 Across 1 0 0 1 
 
           13 Ultimate 0 0 1 0 
 
           14 Fast 0 0 1 0 
 
           15 Electric 0 0 1 0 
 
           16 
 
World 0 0 1 0 
           17 Unveil 0 0 1 0 
 
          18 Shelpy 0 0 1 0 
 
          19 Supercar 0 0 1 0 
 
          20 Reach 0 0 1 0 
 
          21 Sale 0 0 1 0 
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          22 Extraordi
nary 
0 0 1 0 
      
 
 
Table (8) has been constructed as a list out for concepts available in the 
annotations accompanied the selected images and the queries posted to 
retrieve these images. To build table (8), users are monitored for their posted 
queries and their selected images, where cells in table (8) represent number 
of occurrence for each query’s concept within the image annotation, for 
example ‘house’ concept which is posted in query is occurred twice within 
the annotation of ‘image1’ and does not occurred in ‘image3’ and ‘image4’. 
 
The fact is: the most variance captured for attribute in image annotation is 
the fewer candidates for annotating selected images. Figure (4-13) is a 
screen shot for the output of the program designed to implement the LSA; 
from this figure it is obvious that the less variance in the selected four 
images is captured from the following attributes ( car, house, crash), thus 
these attributes are added to images where it is absent.   
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Figure 30:  LSA is used to Study the Effect of every Attribute over Image Selection. 
 
The most important vector within the LSA analysis is the orthogonal matrix 
V which captures the relation as image to image while U matrix captures the 
relation attribute to attribute in the latent semantic space.   Figure (30) shows 
the vector where the most variance occur and the variance degree for the 
affected attribute. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work 
 
Conclusions 
 
Based on the literature review and after identifying the problem to be solved. 
I proposed a methodology to proceed in my thesis.  I used the AIAMAS to 
improve the images annotation Recovered from GOOGLE search engine and 
I used and built multi software like Agent, Jade, HTML5, LSA and SVD, 
SQL database for index and re-index images.....etc as shown in chapter 4. I 
have obtained finally the required results and I published them in 
international journal and conferences.  
By implementing the proposed automatic annotation system and obtained 
results many conclusions have been introduced:  
 
1- Multi-Agent systems are an excellent backbone for knowledge 
development; this due the availability of developing environment for 
software agent (e.g., JADE environment as an example). Along the 
implementation, client side software agent was an obstacle due to the 
absent of JavaScript code that implements software agent; this is in 
term of functionality and standardization. Thus we had to implement a 
JavaScript module loaded by the invocation of the web application; 
this module carry out the task of encapsulating data in ACL Message 
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and send it to the platform host. Anyway, multi-agent system is 
having a promising role in developing web based mining tools where 
the mining backbone is the monitoring of user behaviors in his/her 
interaction with the web applications.  Agent tendency to be social 
and autonomous software provides a consistent environment for 
knowledge consolidation and integration.  
2- Image Annotation has many confusing concepts which introduce a big 
challenge for image retrieval engines to match user query to the 
proper list of images. is generated autonomously and a confidence 
value is assigned to each annotation; this value represents the 
acceptance of society for this annotation as a key index for associated 
image.  
3- Google API is reducing the cost and efforts needed to implement 
search engines over the internet; this is clearly obvious when it comes 
to image retrieval where Google search engine has indexed billion of 
images in Google repositories. Google has a very massive repository 
of images, thus it is more convenient to address this repository rather 
than inferring other repositories or web pages. Furthermore, Google 
search engine receives millions of request for images in multiple 
subjects, thus this will assist, statistically, revealing more reliable 
annotations. 
4- Automatic image annotation that based on the monitoring of retrieved 
images against certain query added topic concepts to the annotation of 
an image rather than focusing on the content of that image. The 
presented automatic annotation for images has introduced an 
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innovative approach to add concepts that reflect user 
conceptualization to the image rather than its components.  
5- Low level mapping to high level of an image has been moved to next 
level due to the intervention of human been in this mapping 
implicitly; this has been accomplishing by equipping client side agent 
with enough knowledge to socialize other agents and integrate local 
knowledge about the image with external knowledge where users’ 
selection to images against certain query is an implicit agreement of 
the user that part of the accompanying annotation is mapping image 
contents  or in other words the visual objects of the image.  
An image is annotated, in our proposal, not on the basis of the 
graphical objects in the image or the low level features, but on the 
basis of its relation to the environment, for example an image could 
have some planets and this image can be interpreted using low level 
features and semantic contents as to relate to planet science, flowers, 
garden or some of the like. In our approach the planets image can be 
categorized into drug, medicine, health or so on; this is due to society 
opinion. 
6-   LSA has been used efficiently to filter annotation concepts (i.e., 
natural language words) where semantic similarities among 
annotations attached to certain images and the set of queries posted to 
search engines, is an effective approach to determine and omit 
redundant words. The accuracy of the results is corresponding to the 
distribution pattern of the natural language words over the query and 
the annotation at the same time, where semantic similarities among 
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annotations and queries vectors should span the semantic space of a 
group of images that are to be de-noised.  One of the most obstacles 
facing this approach is the intensive calculations required by the LSA 
when new image added to the group of images which have been de-
noised against redundant words.   
The proposed system provides a robust success measure in measuring the 
frequency of selecting nominated images for the user against certain query. 
As it has been explained along the presentation of the proposed system, after 
capturing knowledge from distributed agents about certain images and their 
indexing proposed annotation, new users who posted queries are fulfilled 
with nominated images’ due to the proposed indexing scheme’ and the 
resultant images due to Google respond.  
Now, the success factor would be number of times in which users’ have 
selected the nominated images rather than selected other images, where the 
bigger ration revealed the success factor for the proposed system; this factor 
starts small due to the few number of images available in the custom 
repository but it increases with time due to continue monitoring for user 
activities.   
 
Future Work  
All works that can be done to improve the work: 
1- The presented agent based automatic image annotation is the 
first step toward annotating images based on the cognitive human 
interpretation for these images ; this approach can be extended to 
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identify objects composing certain images where visual objects have 
to be described by the accompanied annotation (i.e., image annotation 
after all is a description to image contents). In this work images are 
de-assembled into its basic objects and triggering client side agents to 
socialize about selected images; the intersection of annotations for 
images containing matched visual objects will tend to describe the 
image; this is theoretically accepted but experimental results can 
derive new innovation in this issue. 
2- A second candidate approach for future work is to extend the 
implementation of ontological socialization among agent society, as it 
has been presented in current work, to more sophisticated protocol. 
Agents’ ontology reflects the conceptualization capability of the agent 
to interpret user interaction with the retrieved images. Socialization   
3- Current work has implemented LSA as an offline approach to 
study the latent relationships among annotated images that have been 
retrieved and the queries submitted to the search engine, as an 
advance future work would be to implement LSA on the fly where 
distributed agents can share the computation power required for 
implementing LSA and conduct the analysis online. A new paradigm 
is required and an integration scheme is demanded.   
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ABSTRACT  
 
Images are important material accessed through the internet by a huge number of applications 
such as medical, social, mining applications. The biggest challenge facing the usage of those billion 
of images is the retrieving challenge. Two approaches are available to retrieve images over the 
internet: first one is by using textual matching between user query and image annotation, and second 
one is by using image contents.  
This paper introduces a novel approach to remove redundant words used to annotate images; 
this is done by using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to build the semantic space that combines 
queries and annotations, and then use Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to determine variance 
produced by annotation words. As a last step, words with less variance are omitted.  
 
Keywords: Image Annotation, LSA, SVD, Automatic De-Noising, Semantic Space, Singular Values   
 
1- INTRODUCTION  
 
From the inspection of popular image search engines such as Google, Bing and Baidu, the 
retrieval paradigm employed by these search engines is still based on the keywords composing the 
query; this query is formulated by users to initiate image search process. Users use natural language 
words to describe requested image, or other multimedia contents, and the responsibility of a search 
engine is to scan databases for a proper match. The most crucial element is the search scenario is the 
indexing of images, or other multimedia contents, where natural language is demanded to achieve the 
labeling of available images with textual description; this process is called image annotation [1,2].     
Content-based image retrieval, the problem of searching large image repositories according to 
their content, has been the subject of a significant amount of computer vision research in the recent 
past. While early retrieval architectures were based on the query-by-example paradigm, which 
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formulates image retrieval as the search for the best database match to a user-provided query image, 
it was quickly realized that the design of fully functional retrieval systems would require support for 
semantic queries. These are systems where the database of images are annotated with semantic 
keywords, enabling the user to specify the query through a natural language description of the visual 
concepts of interest. This realization, combined with the cost of manual image labeling, generated 
significant interest in the problem of automatically extracting semantic descriptors from images 
[1,2,3]. 
Images are annotated using different methodologies, some are manually; this when clients 
comment on certain images and automatically such as mining the textual text in internet pages that 
hold that image. Crucial challenge in image annotation is the redundant words that increase false 
results such as the irrelevant images returned by Google search engine [3].  
The earliest efforts in the area were directed to the reliable extraction of specific semantics, 
e.g. differentiating indoor from outdoor scenes, cities from landscapes, and detecting trees, horses, or 
buildings, among others. These efforts posed the problem of semantics extraction as one 
of supervised learning: a set of training images with and without the concept of interest was collected 
and a binary classifier trained to detect the concept of interest. The classifier was then applied to all 
database of images which were, in this way, annotated with respect to the presence or absence of the 
concept [2,3]. 
More recently, there has been an effort to solve the problem in its full generality, by resorting 
to unsupervised learning. The basic idea is to introduce a set of latent variables that encode hidden 
states of the world, where each state defines a joint distribution on the space of semantic keywords 
and image appearance descriptors (in the form of local features computed over image 
neighborhoods). After the annotation model is learned, an image is annotated by finding the most 
likely keywords given the features of the image [1, 2, 3]. 
 
2- LATENT SEMANTIC ANALYSIS (LSA)  
 
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is a theory and method for extracting and representing the 
meaning of words. Meaning is estimated using statistical computations applied to a large corpus of 
text [4].   
The corpus embodies a set of mutual constraints that largely determine the semantic 
similarity of words and sets of words. These constraints can be solved using linear algebra methods, 
in particular, singular value decomposition [4].  
LSA has been shown to reflect human knowledge in a variety of ways. For example, LSA 
measures correlate highly with humans’ scores on standard vocabulary and subject matter tests; it 
mimics human word sorting and category judgments; it simulates word-word and passage-word 
lexical priming data; and it accurately estimates passage coherence [4, 5].  
The core processing in LSA is to decompose A using SVD (Singular Value Decomposition); 
SVD has designed to reduce a dataset containing a large number of values to a dataset containing 
significantly fewer values, but which still contains a large fraction of the variability present in the 
original data [3, 4, 5].  
 
             ---eq.1 
 
Where    
1- 	

   
2- 	

   
3- 	

  	

    
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the first structure is the single pattern that represent the most variance in the data, after all, SVD is an 
orthogonal analysis for dataset, U is composed of eigenvectors of the variance-covariance matrix of 
the data, where the first eigenvector points to the direction which holds the most variability produced 
by all other vectors jointly. U is an orthogonal matrix where all its structures are mutually 
uncorrelated. Eigen values are representing scalar variance of corresponding eigenvectors; this way 
total variation exhibited by the data is the sum of all eigenvalues and singular values are the square 
root of the eigenvalues [4, 6]. 
 
3- TEXTUAL IMAGE INDEXING AND RETRIEVAL   
 
In 1970s, the conventional image retrieval system used keyword as descriptors to index an 
image however the content of an image is much richer than what any set of keywords can express 
[2]. 
Text-based image retrieval techniques employ text to describe the content of the image which 
often causes ambiguity and inadequacy in performing an image database search and query 
processing. This problem is due to the difficulty in specifying exact terms and phrases in describing 
the content of images as the content of an image is much richer than what any set of keywords can 
express. Since the textual annotations are based on language, variations in annotation will pose 
challenges to image retrieval [2, 5].      
 
4- HYPOTHESIS  
 
Hypothesis 1:  Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) reduces the redundant annotation of an image by 
truncating less variant key words of the annotation.  
 
Hypothesis 2:  variation in variance-covariance natural language semantic space is analogues to 
visual semantic space. 
 
5- THE PROPOSED IMAGE INDEXING AND RETRIEVAL   
 
In this proposal images are represented by concepts it hold. Image concept is the projection of 
human interpretation to the visual structures within an image, hence:  
 
   ∑  ! . #$                  --- eq.2 
 
Where I is any image and  is the %& concept recognized with that image    
 
'   ∑ ( . )$* !                   ---eq.3 
 
Where q is the query entered by the user, ( is the %& word within the query and )$ is the 
semantic unit vector. Semantic meaning for image’s concept should correlate human’s interpretation 
for that concept; hence, eq.3 is a prerequisite  
 
#$  . ())$   1                          ---- eq.4 
 
The semantic space is represented by a , - . matrix and this matrix is decomposed into its 
principal components as the following equation:  
 
    ∑ /#

 !     ---eq.5 
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Where / is the %& singular value of the matrix, /! and  #! are the most effective direction  
 
Block similarity is measured by the following formula:  
 
0   cos4!
56 57
|56 | 9579
                             --- (5) 
 
Where 
:0 ; <=
=>   #  ?  #@   --- (6) 
 
The priorities of using specific word to index and retrieve certain image is corresponding to 
the singular values calculated by the SVD algorithm, this way words with less singular values can be 
omitted from the annotation.  
  Σ matrix can be used as a noise filter where queries are treated as vectors within the semantic 
space and those who are on the same direction toward the most singular value; those queries would 
composed of the most effected words.    
 
Example:  
To demonstrate the effect of the proposal hypothesis, real queries have been posted through 
Google search engine and textual annotations for some of the return images have been extracted. The 
extracted annotations and posted queries have been used to build the semantic space required by 
LSA, after that SVD algorithm has been applied to find out what direction holds the maximum 
variation, as the following presents:  
 
S1: instead-of-mowing-grass-the-plains-man-wins-car 
S2: Oregon_state_police_investigating_fatal_car_crash_west_of_valley 
S3:pb_man_lying_on_grass 
S4: free_ems_mini_plant_cut_hair_man_grass_doll 
S5: vin_diesel_actor_man_car_wheel_serious_bald 
S6: two_people_car_race_arrested_grass 
Q1: car_man_grass 
Q2: car_crash_race 
 
LSA is applied to the annotations and the query to construct the semantic space matrix as it is 
presented in figure (3):  
 
I Query S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 Q1 Q2 
1 Man 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 
2 Car 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
3 Grass 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
4 Crash  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
5 Race  0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Semantic Space of LSA based on word repetition in Annotation 
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The analysis steps are shown below:  
 
 
 U =  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Σ=  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 V= 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-0.5891 0.4065 -0.0000 0.1621 0.6793 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
-0.6135 -0.5192 0.0000 0.4895 -0.3382 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
-0.4837 0.4274 -0.0000 -0.5317 -0.5483 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
-0.1459 -0.4373 0.7071 -0.4751 0.2485 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
-0.1459 -0.4373 -0.7071 -0.4751 0.2485 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 
 
3.3777 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 2.3183 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.9691 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.5271 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
 
-0.4993 0.1357 0.0000 0.1237 -0.3931 -0.7500 0.0000 0.0000 
-0.2248 -0.4126 0.7071 0.0149 -0.1702 0.1667 0.3830 0.2748 
-0.3176 0.3597 -0.0000 -0.3814 0.2486 0.0833 0.6038 -0.4371 
-0.3176 0.3597 -0.0000 -0.3814 0.2486 0.0833 -0.2208 0.7119 
-0.3561 -0.0486 0.0000 0.6724 0.6471 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 
-0.2248 -0.4126 -0.7071 0.0149 -0.1702 0.1667 0.3830 0.2748 
-0.4993 0.1357 0.0000 0.1237 -0.3931 0.5833 -0.3830 -0.2748 
-0.2681 -0.6013 -0.0000 -0.4753 0.3012 -0.1667 -0.3830 -0.2748 
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Images indexing and retrieval, due to the above analysis, are described by the following weighted 
vector:  
A
	=
>
  3.3777 BCD E 2.3183 ICJ E 1.0 LJCMM E 0.9691 IJCMP E
 0.5271 SCTU 
From the above vector, ‘Race’ can be omitted from the annotation of the processed group of images 
 
6- CONCLUSION 
 
LSA can be used efficiently to filter annotation concepts (i.e., natural language words) where 
semantic similarities among annotations attached to certain images and the set of queries posted to 
search engines, is an effective approach to determine and omit redundant words.  
The accuracy of the results is corresponding to the distribution pattern of the natural language 
words over the query and the annotation at the same time, where semantic similarities among 
annotations and queries vectors should span the semantic space of a group of images that are to be 
de-noised.  
    The most obstacle facing this approach is the intensive calculations required by the LSA 
when new image added to the group of images which have been de-noised against redundant words.   
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Abstract: Image annotation is the natural language description for essential blobs within an Image. Many methodologies have 
recruited to reveal image semantics and represent it as annotation. Due to the exclusionary growth of number of images distributed 
over massive repositories, the task of manual annotation is tedious and over killing in term of times and efforts.  This paper is 
presenting automatic annotation system based on the interaction between intelligent agents. Agent interaction is synonym to 
socialization behavior dominating Agent society. The presented system is exploiting knowledge evolution revenue due to the 
socialization to charge up the annotation process 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Type Style and Fonts Image annotation is one of the most 
used methods to retrieve images from enterprise repositories 
by matching user text queries to these annotations. In general, 
annotation is represented as metadata or keywords assigned to 
digital images based on image contents [1][2]. 
More than 200 billion images are accessible online and the 
number is continuously growing [3] due to the numerous 
number of sources as digital cameras, mobile phones and 
other devices. This brings a great challenge in retrieving 
designated images which are identified by a unique number 
over the internet, i.e., the URI (Unique Resource Identifier), 
that is used to access each image over the web. Social 
decision theory [1] extends the theory of individual decisions 
to decisions made by the interaction of a group of agents.  
Recent systems like Lable Me and Amazon mechanical turk 
distribute image annotation and evaluation tasks to Internet 
users. The volume of annotations generated from such crowd-
sourcing techniques helps reduce the burden on experts 
without significantly sacrificing the quality of annotations. 
The annotators are provided with detailed instructions on how 
to best select labels that can be directly used for concept 
modeling. This ensures that relatively good quality 
annotations are generated for object detection, and relevance 
estimation tasks. It is shown that crowd-sourcing is a 
reasonable substitute for repetitive expert annotations, when 
there is high agreement among annotators.  
Other sources of image annotations are collaborative games 
and social media sharing which undoubtedly represent the 
fastest growing labeled image collections in the world[3][4].  
In this paper the multi Agent paradigm is proposed to simulate 
the social behavior of humans in developing knowledge 
regarding certain subjects. The JADE (Java Agent 
Development) environment has been used because it allows 
building multi agent platforms thanks to the utilities and wide 
spectrum classes provided by that environment. 
2. RELATED WORKS 
Many models were produced to characterize automatic image 
annotation frameworks. The exact specification of automatic 
image annotation is not yet established and researchers are 
investigating different approaches continually. Anyway, 
recent approaches can be categorized into two categories: one 
category is the semantic interpretation of image contents, 
while the other category is drawn from the epistemology field, 
where knowledge is revealed from the interaction among 
sources of knowledge. The society can be represented as a 
network of knowledge resources, and knowledge can be 
sustained or rejected upon the interaction among these 
resources. In this section we will focus upon previous efforts 
within the second category due to the orientation of this paper.  
In [5] a model has been proposed to formulize the growth 
dynamics in social networks; in this model a great attention 
has been presented to the effect of node behavior, and how it 
affects the behavior of other nodes, and this eventually will 
affect the growth of the network. In term of knowledge 
evolution due to socialization; this model has a lot in common 
with our approach, though it has nothing to do with image 
retrieval system.  The key similarities are:  
1. The behavior-awareness where the interaction of node 
(i.e., the co-author s) with certain events (e.g., papers) is 
to be realized as a potential relationship among those 
nodes. In fact this approach develops knowledge at the 
network level, which helps increasing the growth factor 
of social network and, eventually, the productivity of 
such a network. 
 
2. The clustering-coefficients where the tendency of 
grouping is related to the factor compose of these 
coefficients.   
In [6] an ontological approach was presented to accomplish a 
computing model aimed to annotate images on two levels: 
Image Annotation and Annotation of Annotations; this model.   
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is focused on queries for annotations using the National 
Cancer Institute’s Cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid’s 
(caBIG) Annotation and Image Markup (AIM) project 
The AIM project defines an ontology of annotations and 
image markup, a UML information model and provides the 
extensible markup language (XML) artifacts for creating 
them. A long-term vision of the AIM project is for large 
collections of annotations to be created in conjunction with 
the already large collections of clinical and research medical 
images. This will allow query of annotation, not only for the 
retrieval of relevant images, but also for the correlation of 
image observations and their characteristics with biomedical 
data including genomic expression.  
In that paper many concepts are coherent with what we 
presented in our work in the area of retrieving images based 
on associated annotations, but this approach does not 
introduce autonomous annotation in any context, and it does 
not consider the behavior of image requesters; knowledge 
can’t be developed to cluster images which is a crucial 
element in automatic image annotation strategy. 
The model presented in [6] exploits annotations to build a 
semantic network among images, while our work provides 
autonomous annotation schema based on the behavioral 
interpretation of the user. The AIM project can be integrated 
with what we are presenting to provide consistent ontological 
environment for image retrieval and annotations. The same 
annotation context is presented by [7] and [4] but both depend 
on the retrieval and extraction of knowledge from the 
resources available on the global net.  
In [8] a novel system is presented to exploit the format of 
multimedia sharing web sites in order to discover the 
underlying structure; this has been used to allow later, more 
sophisticated mining tasks for these sites to infer knowledge 
about certain images. Again, we have many features in 
common with these approaches, but still the effect of the 
behavioral responses of the users is absent.  
In [9] a study for establishing a stable architecture for 
socialization is conducted and conclusion has been reached 
out along this study which is:  in a society of agents there are 
three main parameters that enforce the stabilization of the 
architecture; these are: take on roles, play roles and locate in 
some society organization at all time. In our proposal, the 
society composed by agents is maintained stable by strict 
discipline through which roles are fairly distributed, and all 
agents are capable of playing these roles by accurate 
interpretation of client behavior. Furthermore, we adopt fixed 
organizational distribution of the agents which sustain the 
stability. In our proposal, the specification of the problem 
domain has different characterization due to the potential 
tendency toward clusterization on two different levels: the 
host level, and the network level. This approach has its roots 
back to [10] where a study addressed the fault assumption of 
regarding multi-agent systems as single learning system 
which is a wrong assumption due to the intuitive tendency to 
introduce social activity with neighbors rather than 
communicating with other far agents. This dual capabilities of 
an agent’s referencing, i.e., self-referential, and social-
referential, has been presented by [10] as a bi-referential 
model, in which each referencing capability is implemented 
by an evolutional computation method of classifier system.  
In our referential model the evaluation function is global and 
updated on the fly by delivering knowledge to central a 
repository that holds the annotation for images. The 
annotations are revealed and referenced based on a confidence 
degree assigned to that annotation. In our referential model, 
the behavior of the evaluation function is dynamic due to the 
continuous change of confidence degree of annotation; this is 
due to the activities produced by the client clusterization 
behavior (i.e., the self-referential model). 
Interactive query for images’ content by semantic descriptors 
is an effort presented in [11]; this effort introduced a 
distributed content-based image query system (DCBIQ) based 
on the WWW. A model was proposed to integrate knowledge 
from image processing, semantic descriptor, multi-agent, and 
WWW navigation. Again in this model the image content 
plays the essential role in describing the image, thus low level 
extraction methodologies are more important than the opinion 
of the social communities which are using it.  
In our proposal, the knowledge obtained by social interaction 
is more important than low level features like colors, textures 
or spatial relationships, and even semantic interpretation of 
image contents is not important as the social opinion about the 
image and its relation to other images or domains.   
In [12] an attractive model is presented where a web-based 
image digital library is proposed; in this library agent system 
was used to traverse part of the web page looking for images 
that fit certain criteria. The methodology used by the agent is 
based on detecting URLs within web pages that refer to 
images, and when such URLs are encountered, then the text 
that is associated to that image is inferred for correlation with 
other features such as topic name, domain that this image falls 
in, or any other matching criteria. In our proposal the same 
ontology for allocating text accompanied the image is used as 
the following matched methodologies:  
1-  
∀Image∃tag∃txt((presenting(image,tag) AND Asso(tag,txt)) 
 Asso(image,txt) AND Select(txt)) 
2- 
∃paragraph ∃hyper ((hyper ∈ paragraph)  
Select(Paragraph)) 
3- 
∃page∃ time ∃ǃtitle((image ∈ page) AND has(title,page) 
Associate(image,title)AND Select(title))   
The main novelty of our approach is that we don’t design a 
mining agent that is responsible on inferring web pages, but 
we exploit Google search APIs which are published over the 
web. The only web page we analyze is the results of the 
Google search APIs and don’t investigate individual pages.  
 
3. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 
This paper will focus on new category which is the dominant 
tags of the image as it is recognized by the society.  Image 
repository (RTI) is a database holding labeled images (i.e.  
images tagged with annotation), thus it can be represented by 
eq.1  
      eq.1    
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Where  collection of concepts (i.e., 
these concepts are keywords, tagged or labels ), and let the 
query made by the user in order to request images is 
representing by the following equation:  
 
     eq.2    
   
  
∀  indexed(〖imgae〗_i )  ∃   c  ∈ Anno(〖image〗_i )    so that  c 
∉ Anno(〖image〗_j )  for all j ≠i 
 
SearchResult( ) =  
  
and  OSF( )  
OR 
 SearchResult( ) =   
                             OSF(Query) = c 
 
Behavior Weight 
Saved 5 
Selected, saved 4 
Revisited, saved 3 
Revisited 2 
Highlighted 1 
 
User interaction behavior with the resultant list of images    is 
weighted according to above table. 
Hypothesis 1: Automatic annotation member is broadcasting 
candidate annotation for queried images.  
Prove:  
  Let  f(query) be a mapping function that maps images from 
the huge repositories spread over the internet to the desired 
image list requested by the user, such that  
 
 
Where Re  is the huge repository over the internet and De is 
the desire domain where resultant of  f(query)  satisfies client 
request. The input to this function is the query entered by 
requestor and the output is a scalar value represents 
confidence degree  
   0    Where 0: not desired  
                                    and 1: desired, thus  
 
0= De 
 
    
 
Where  
 Which is the total weight produced by 
the interaction between the requestor client and the resultant 
list of images. If  v ≥threshold then agent will broadcast a data 
structure composed of the following fields ( Image URI , 
query, f(query)).    
Definition: dominant annotation is the candidate new 
annotation for image being queried by society of agents, 
where f(query)   for   I want here sigmoid function to be the 
decision function to decide that certain annotation is to be 
added to the image annotation list . 
Hypothesis 2: social group add new annotations to image   
Let : 
     
and    
          
and   
 
 
          
and    
 
 is Total weight produced by  for 
  
Then  
Added annotation set S =    is a set of 
new valuable annotations to be added  
to   with a binding value  , hence the 
resultant set is only a candidate  
annotation, it has to be dominant to get corresponding image 
get indexed with. 
 
 
   0 ≠ De 
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4. SOCIAL EFFECT  
Social effect over Automatic Annotation Society will be 
treated in this section. In social environment, members are 
investigating propositions based on total weight granted by 
trusted members of the society. In this proposal we assume 
that all members are trustful and other members of the society 
are considering their weight evenly. Let us first define a new 
function that describes the acceptance of the society for the 
candidate annotation to be a dominant annotation, and the 
corresponding image can be indexed with. In this paper we 
propose the social effectiveness function to be a sigmoid 
function, due to the properties of this function especially the 
continuity and flexibility, hence     is defined as  
 
    
 Where     is a total weight gained from all 
agents involved in the automatic annotation system and it is 
represented as the following: 
 
 
 
Figure 1: General scheme of social basic automatic annotation 
system 
The role of Agent in this proposal is characterized by three 
behaviors, as presented in figure(2)and are briefed as the 
following: 
Web Service Integration (B3): this behavior encapsulates web 
service integration functionalities by implementing SOAP 
based invocation to Google web service.  
Socialization Behavior(B2): this behavior is responsible on 
socializing other agents within the platform to determine 
dominant tags for an image.  
User behavior monitoring (B1): this module is responsible for 
monitoring selections made by the user after querying the 
Google search Web service. Highlighted images are grouped 
in clusters and socialization behavior is signaled. The 
following behaviors are considered: Highlighted images, 
selected images, revisited images and saved images. 
Proxy Agent: this agent is responsible of initiating the 
communication session over the internet. Proxy Agent is a 
crucial element in grant multi-agent system the ability to 
communicate over the internet. This Agent resides at the 
server side.  
Host Agent: this Agent is an instance constructed at the client 
side and monitor his/her behavior and report back to Proxy 
Agent his observations. 
 
 
Figure 2: sequence diagram of complete 2-tier image 
annotation session 
 
Figure 3: Automatic Image Annotation Procedure Using 
Multi-Agent socialization  
. 
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Figure 4: Ontology to conceptualize Image Annotation 
 
5. RESULTS 
 
Example:  
Phase 1: 
     has posted the following query through the 
Chrome internet explorer 
 
 After posting that query, 37,212 images have been listed in 
the internet explorer. 
    has selected and saved the following image 
 
The session manager agent, which has HTTP listener, 
captured the URL or URI corresponding that image.  
The following is the URL  
Imgurl:http://www.koopman-racing.nl/images/sd2_1559.jpg 
This image will be indexed using  . 
 
Phase 2: 
 and    have posted queries as the 
following 
with max weight (5) 
 
with weight (4)    
   
these annotations are to be more convenient to be used as 
indexing due to its weight factor and by socializing it to other 
clients like  the highest effective annotations will be   
, This is for the same URL.  
https://secure.booking.com/confirmation.fr.htm 
l?aid=350433;label=edr-xmlvswl-fr-
users;sid=05686c51355c9e5ba1e2a8d843e2c461;dcid=2;bn=6
08419725;hostname=hotels.edreams.fr;pincode=6604#print 
 
Algorithm1:  
Automate Image Search Using Google 
 Procedure: Search Web                                                      
 Input: query As String                                                                      
 Output: array of imgurls                                                                     
 Begin  
          Initialize user Query = query;                                                
    Initialize GoSearchConnection as 
URLConnection  to Google URL + user Query;      
 Set  GoSearchConnection  Properties as   
                   Method  = 'GET';  
                   Char-set  = 'utf-8';    
                   User-Agent = 'Mozila-4.0'; 
   GoSearchConnection. Open; 
   Get input Stream from GoSearchConnection 
to stream Reader;  
      while stream Reader has imgurl do 
                   add current imgurl to imgurl_list; 
 return imgurl_list; 
End; 
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Algorithm 2:  
Reveal Local Knowledge 
 Input: Selected imageUrl_list  
 Output:  weighted imageUrl_list  
 Begin 
  For each image in image Url list Do  
             begin 
               Capture mouse and keyboard events    
                   Assign weight to image  
            end 
 End. 
 
Algorithm 3 
: Broadcast local knowledge   
 Input: weighted  imageUrl_list  
 Begin 
         Instantiate msg from ACLMessage; 
        Set msg.receiver  to be address of global 
Agent  
        Set msg.content to be weighted 
imageUrl_list  
 and the Query; 
      Send msg; 
End 
 
Algorithm 4:  
Intersect broadcast knowledge    
 Input: msges[] as  Array of Agents' Messages   
 Begin 
     Initial  CommonVisited List  as String Array 
     Initial SumWeight as  integer Array 
   For  all messages in msges[]  
           tempMsg = nextMsg in msges[] 
                for all messages in msges[] and NOT 
tempMsg do 
                    find shared imageUrl and add it to  
 CommonVisitedList.  
    Sum total weight and add it to SumWeight in index 
manner.  
 End.  
 
After intersecting queries from different Agents, the 
following URI  
 http://wallpapersget.com/wallpapers/2012/03/c
ar-bmw-328-hommage-wallpaper-
1080x1920.jpg    
 
will be indexed using key {race, fancy, celebrity and 
sport .  
6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
After investigating a bunch of papers published within the 
same topic of our proposal, we found correlation in basic 
terminologies, but with distinct methodologies. Many models 
have been introduced to develop knowledge about retrieved 
images like what we introduced here and the significant 
features of Agent-based system are also exploited but the key 
differences between all these efforts and what we devised in 
our proposal can be summarized:  
1-A Multi-Agent system has been deployed on two levels: 
host level and network level to develop knowledge regarding 
certain images, other approaches target mainly behavioral 
aspects of network interactions rather than host based.  
2-Annotation is generated autonomously and a confidence 
value is assigned to each annotation; this value represents the 
acceptance of society for this annotation as a key index for 
associated image.  
3-Third party web based tools has been included (i.e., the 
Google search engine APIs) while all other approaches tend to 
design custom search software modules. Google has a very 
massive repository of images, thus it is more convenient to 
address this repository rather than inferring other repositories 
or web pages. Furthermore, Google search engine receives 
millions of request for images in multiple subjects, thus this 
will assist, statistically, revealing more reliable annotations. 
4-An image is annotated, in our proposal, not on the basis of 
the graphical objects in the image or the low level features, 
but on the basis of its relation to the environment, for example 
an image could have some planets and this image can be 
interpreted using low level features and semantic contents as 
to relate to planet science, flowers, garden or some of the like.  
In our approach the planets image can be categorized into 
drug, medicine, health or so on; this is due to society opinion.  
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Other approaches Index this image based on its low level 
feature and its composed visual objects.               
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Abstract: Images are important material accessed through the internet by a huge number of
applications such as medical, social, mining applications. The biggest challenge facing the usage of
those billion of images is the retrieving challenge. Two approaches are available to retrieve images
over the internet: first one is by using textual matching between user query and image annotation,
and second one is by using image contents. This paper introduces an approach to remove redundant
words used to annotate images.
Keywords: Image Annotation, LSA, SVD, Automatic De-Noising, Semantic Space.
I. DE-NOISING FOR IMAGE ANNOTATION
From the inspection of popular image search engines such as Google, Bing and Baidu, the
retrieval paradigm employed by these search engines is still based on the keywords composing
the query; this query is formulated by users to initiate image search process. Users use natural
language words to describe requested image, or other multimedia contents, and the responsibility
of a search engine is to scan databases for a proper match. The most crucial element is the search
scenario is the indexing of images, or other multimedia contents, where natural language is
demanded to achieve the labeling of available images with textual description; this process is
called image annotation [1,2]. Content-based image retrieval, the problem of searching large
image repositories according to their content, has been the subject of a significant amount of
computer vision research in the recent past. While early retrieval architectures were based on the
query-by-example paradigm, which formulates image retrieval as the search for the best database
match to a user-provided query image, it was quickly realized that the design of fully functional
retrieval systems would require support for semantic queries. These are systems where the
database of images are annotated with semantic keywords, enabling the user to specify the query
through a natural language description of the visual concepts of interest. This realization,199
combined with the cost of manual image labeling, generated significant interest in the problem of
automatically extracting semantic descriptors from images [1,2,3]. Images are annotated using
different methodologies, some are manually; this when clients comment on certain images and
automatically such as mining the textual text in internet pages that hold that image. Crucial
challenge in image annotation is the redundant words that increase false results such as the
irrelevant images returned by Google search engine [3]. The earliest efforts in the area were
directed to the reliable extraction of specific semantics. These efforts posed the problem of
semantics extraction as one of supervised learning: a set of training images with and without the
concept of interest was collected and a binary classifier trained to detect the concept of interest.
The classifier was then applied to all database of images which were annotated with respect to
the presence or absence of the concept [2,3].
This paper introduces a novel approach to remove redundant words used to annotate images; this
is done by using Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to build the semantic space that combines
queries and annotations, and then use Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to determine
variance produced by annotation words. As a last step, words with less variance are omitted.
LSA can be used efficiently to filter annotation concepts (i.e., natural language words) where
semantic similarities among annotations attached to certain images and the set of queries posted
to search engines, is an effective approach to determine and omit redundant words. The accuracy
of the results is corresponding to the distribution pattern of the natural language words over the
query and the annotation at the same time, where semantic similarities among annotations and
queries vectors should span the semantic space of a group of images that are to be de-noised.
The most obstacle facing this approach is the intensive calculations required by the LSA when
new image added to the group of images which have been de-noised against redundant words.
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